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3-23-13 Yoko Ono's photo of her murdered husband John 3-23-13 Yoko Ono's photo of her murdered husband John 3-23-13 Yoko Ono's photo of her murdered husband John 3-23-13 Yoko Ono's photo of her murdered husband John 
Lennon's bloody glasses - close-up of Lennon's blood-splattered Lennon's bloody glasses - close-up of Lennon's blood-splattered Lennon's bloody glasses - close-up of Lennon's blood-splattered Lennon's bloody glasses - close-up of Lennon's blood-splattered 
glasses, John Lennon was shot and killed on 8 Dec 1980... glasses, John Lennon was shot and killed on 8 Dec 1980... glasses, John Lennon was shot and killed on 8 Dec 1980... glasses, John Lennon was shot and killed on 8 Dec 1980... 
ElectricWindmillCar was invented on 8 October 1980... ElectricWindmillCar was invented on 8 October 1980... ElectricWindmillCar was invented on 8 October 1980... ElectricWindmillCar was invented on 8 October 1980... 

... ElectricWindmillCar was invented on 8 October 1980... New ... ElectricWindmillCar was invented on 8 October 1980... New ... ElectricWindmillCar was invented on 8 October 1980... New ... ElectricWindmillCar was invented on 8 October 1980... New 
York Times suppression of this news story and its Euphoria York Times suppression of this news story and its Euphoria York Times suppression of this news story and its Euphoria York Times suppression of this news story and its Euphoria 
Headlines lead to the death of John Lennon! And 9/11 would Headlines lead to the death of John Lennon! And 9/11 would Headlines lead to the death of John Lennon! And 9/11 would Headlines lead to the death of John Lennon! And 9/11 would 
never have happened with the ElectricWindmillCars in Times never have happened with the ElectricWindmillCars in Times never have happened with the ElectricWindmillCars in Times never have happened with the ElectricWindmillCars in Times 
Square on 9/11 Square on 9/11 Square on 9/11 Square on 9/11 

"1 Trillion and 1 Invention Projects is the Reality" for Making, "1 Trillion and 1 Invention Projects is the Reality" for Making, "1 Trillion and 1 Invention Projects is the Reality" for Making, "1 Trillion and 1 Invention Projects is the Reality" for Making, 
"Polygamist Marriage Legal" "Polygamist Marriage Legal" "Polygamist Marriage Legal" "Polygamist Marriage Legal" 

3 24 13 Futuristic 10 deck Cruise Ship looking Satellites in low 3 24 13 Futuristic 10 deck Cruise Ship looking Satellites in low 3 24 13 Futuristic 10 deck Cruise Ship looking Satellites in low 3 24 13 Futuristic 10 deck Cruise Ship looking Satellites in low 
orbit over Key West built as if they were a "Cell Tower" + WiFi orbit over Key West built as if they were a "Cell Tower" + WiFi orbit over Key West built as if they were a "Cell Tower" + WiFi orbit over Key West built as if they were a "Cell Tower" + WiFi 
Router... This done... more below! Router... This done... more below! Router... This done... more below! Router... This done... more below! 
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Make, "Polygamist Marriage Legal" Give the wives 1,001 Make, "Polygamist Marriage Legal" Give the wives 1,001 Make, "Polygamist Marriage Legal" Give the wives 1,001 Make, "Polygamist Marriage Legal" Give the wives 1,001 
Invention Projects spelled out with links! Inventions that Invention Projects spelled out with links! Inventions that Invention Projects spelled out with links! Inventions that Invention Projects spelled out with links! Inventions that 
"Harvest Nobel Prizes" Cure for the Cancers of War + BP Oil's "Harvest Nobel Prizes" Cure for the Cancers of War + BP Oil's "Harvest Nobel Prizes" Cure for the Cancers of War + BP Oil's "Harvest Nobel Prizes" Cure for the Cancers of War + BP Oil's 
Mad Men $ $177 Trillion! Mad Men $ $177 Trillion! Mad Men $ $177 Trillion! Mad Men $ $177 Trillion! 

Race for the Cure's $7 Trillion was Robbed, sucker punched by Race for the Cure's $7 Trillion was Robbed, sucker punched by Race for the Cure's $7 Trillion was Robbed, sucker punched by Race for the Cure's $7 Trillion was Robbed, sucker punched by 
the Pentagon for Wars in Iraqi! This is classified today, 1,001 the Pentagon for Wars in Iraqi! This is classified today, 1,001 the Pentagon for Wars in Iraqi! This is classified today, 1,001 the Pentagon for Wars in Iraqi! This is classified today, 1,001 
Platinum Blonds at the gas station filling up, sucker punched Platinum Blonds at the gas station filling up, sucker punched Platinum Blonds at the gas station filling up, sucker punched Platinum Blonds at the gas station filling up, sucker punched 
at the gas pump! Blood all over her dress... women are the at the gas pump! Blood all over her dress... women are the at the gas pump! Blood all over her dress... women are the at the gas pump! Blood all over her dress... women are the 
casualties of Pentagon Wars, and fiery gasoline fueled car casualties of Pentagon Wars, and fiery gasoline fueled car casualties of Pentagon Wars, and fiery gasoline fueled car casualties of Pentagon Wars, and fiery gasoline fueled car 
wrecks, ER + Burn Units! wrecks, ER + Burn Units! wrecks, ER + Burn Units! wrecks, ER + Burn Units! 

3-23-13 Yoko Ono's photo of her murdered husband John 3-23-13 Yoko Ono's photo of her murdered husband John 3-23-13 Yoko Ono's photo of her murdered husband John 3-23-13 Yoko Ono's photo of her murdered husband John 
Lennon's bloody glasses - close-up of Lennon's blood-splattered Lennon's bloody glasses - close-up of Lennon's blood-splattered Lennon's bloody glasses - close-up of Lennon's blood-splattered Lennon's bloody glasses - close-up of Lennon's blood-splattered 
glasses, John Lennon was shot and killed on 8 Dec 1980... glasses, John Lennon was shot and killed on 8 Dec 1980... glasses, John Lennon was shot and killed on 8 Dec 1980... glasses, John Lennon was shot and killed on 8 Dec 1980... 
ElectricWindmillCar was invented on 8 October 1980... New ElectricWindmillCar was invented on 8 October 1980... New ElectricWindmillCar was invented on 8 October 1980... New ElectricWindmillCar was invented on 8 October 1980... New 
York Times suppression of this news story and the Euphoria York Times suppression of this news story and the Euphoria York Times suppression of this news story and the Euphoria York Times suppression of this news story and the Euphoria 
Headlines lead to the death of John Lennon! BP Oil has given Headlines lead to the death of John Lennon! BP Oil has given Headlines lead to the death of John Lennon! BP Oil has given Headlines lead to the death of John Lennon! BP Oil has given 
the NY Times $ Trillions since 1980! the NY Times $ Trillions since 1980! the NY Times $ Trillions since 1980! the NY Times $ Trillions since 1980! 

3-23-13 Senate was preparing a new gun-control package. 3-23-13 Senate was preparing a new gun-control package. 3-23-13 Senate was preparing a new gun-control package. 3-23-13 Senate was preparing a new gun-control package. 

3-23-13 Yoko Ono's tweet contained the statistics: "Over 3-23-13 Yoko Ono's tweet contained the statistics: "Over 3-23-13 Yoko Ono's tweet contained the statistics: "Over 3-23-13 Yoko Ono's tweet contained the statistics: "Over 
1,057,000 people have been killed by guns in the USA since 1,057,000 people have been killed by guns in the USA since 1,057,000 people have been killed by guns in the USA since 1,057,000 people have been killed by guns in the USA since 
1980... 1980... 1980... 1980... 
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Killed on 8 Dec 1980... Killed on 8 Dec 1980... Killed on 8 Dec 1980... Killed on 8 Dec 1980... 

3-23-13 Yoko Ono's tweet didn't contained... October 1980 3-23-13 Yoko Ono's tweet didn't contained... October 1980 3-23-13 Yoko Ono's tweet didn't contained... October 1980 3-23-13 Yoko Ono's tweet didn't contained... October 1980 
ElectricWindmillCar was invented and suppressed but used to ElectricWindmillCar was invented and suppressed but used to ElectricWindmillCar was invented and suppressed but used to ElectricWindmillCar was invented and suppressed but used to 
end the Saudi Oil Embargo as Carter, Kennedy, Bush did the end the Saudi Oil Embargo as Carter, Kennedy, Bush did the end the Saudi Oil Embargo as Carter, Kennedy, Bush did the end the Saudi Oil Embargo as Carter, Kennedy, Bush did the 
math for $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues from 1980 to 2013 math for $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues from 1980 to 2013 math for $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues from 1980 to 2013 math for $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues from 1980 to 2013 

3-23-13 Yoko Ono's tweet didn't contained the statistics: Over 3-23-13 Yoko Ono's tweet didn't contained the statistics: Over 3-23-13 Yoko Ono's tweet didn't contained the statistics: Over 3-23-13 Yoko Ono's tweet didn't contained the statistics: Over 
19K women every year since 1980 have been killed 85% by 19K women every year since 1980 have been killed 85% by 19K women every year since 1980 have been killed 85% by 19K women every year since 1980 have been killed 85% by 
drunks... Bush would tell you with a grin, you do the math as drunks... Bush would tell you with a grin, you do the math as drunks... Bush would tell you with a grin, you do the math as drunks... Bush would tell you with a grin, you do the math as 
Yale failed Humanity giving us Bush, Clinton's, Kerry! Yale failed Humanity giving us Bush, Clinton's, Kerry! Yale failed Humanity giving us Bush, Clinton's, Kerry! Yale failed Humanity giving us Bush, Clinton's, Kerry! 

3-23-13 Yoko Ono's tweet didn't contained the statistics: Over 2 3-23-13 Yoko Ono's tweet didn't contained the statistics: Over 2 3-23-13 Yoko Ono's tweet didn't contained the statistics: Over 2 3-23-13 Yoko Ono's tweet didn't contained the statistics: Over 2 
million fiery wrecks millions burned since 1980 million fiery wrecks millions burned since 1980 million fiery wrecks millions burned since 1980 million fiery wrecks millions burned since 1980 

Cop burned in a Cop burned in a Cop burned in a Cop burned in a 

fiery wreck, not on the front page of the New York Times! fiery wreck, not on the front page of the New York Times! fiery wreck, not on the front page of the New York Times! fiery wreck, not on the front page of the New York Times! 

3-23-13 Yoko Ono's tweet didn't contained the statistics: Over 2 3-23-13 Yoko Ono's tweet didn't contained the statistics: Over 2 3-23-13 Yoko Ono's tweet didn't contained the statistics: Over 2 3-23-13 Yoko Ono's tweet didn't contained the statistics: Over 2 
million fiery wrecks millions burned since 1980 million fiery wrecks millions burned since 1980 million fiery wrecks millions burned since 1980 million fiery wrecks millions burned since 1980 

3-23-13 Yoko Ono's tweet didn't contained the statistics: Over 9 3-23-13 Yoko Ono's tweet didn't contained the statistics: Over 9 3-23-13 Yoko Ono's tweet didn't contained the statistics: Over 9 3-23-13 Yoko Ono's tweet didn't contained the statistics: Over 9 
million SWF's in the USA have died a torturous death via million SWF's in the USA have died a torturous death via million SWF's in the USA have died a torturous death via million SWF's in the USA have died a torturous death via 
Breast Cancer since 1980 Breast Cancer since 1980 Breast Cancer since 1980 Breast Cancer since 1980 

3-23-13 Yoko Ono's photo of her murdered husband John 3-23-13 Yoko Ono's photo of her murdered husband John 3-23-13 Yoko Ono's photo of her murdered husband John 3-23-13 Yoko Ono's photo of her murdered husband John 
Lennon's bloody glasses - close-up of Lennon's blood-splattered Lennon's bloody glasses - close-up of Lennon's blood-splattered Lennon's bloody glasses - close-up of Lennon's blood-splattered Lennon's bloody glasses - close-up of Lennon's blood-splattered 
glasses, John Lennon was shot and killed on 8 Dec 1980... glasses, John Lennon was shot and killed on 8 Dec 1980... glasses, John Lennon was shot and killed on 8 Dec 1980... glasses, John Lennon was shot and killed on 8 Dec 1980... 
ElectricWindmillCar was invented on 8 October 1980... New ElectricWindmillCar was invented on 8 October 1980... New ElectricWindmillCar was invented on 8 October 1980... New ElectricWindmillCar was invented on 8 October 1980... New 
York Times suppression of this news story the Euphoria York Times suppression of this news story the Euphoria York Times suppression of this news story the Euphoria York Times suppression of this news story the Euphoria 
Headlines lead to the death of John Lennon! BP Oil has given Headlines lead to the death of John Lennon! BP Oil has given Headlines lead to the death of John Lennon! BP Oil has given Headlines lead to the death of John Lennon! BP Oil has given 
the NY Times $ Trillions since 1980! the NY Times $ Trillions since 1980! the NY Times $ Trillions since 1980! the NY Times $ Trillions since 1980! 

3-21-13 Smell the Roses! 1,001 Platinum Blonds, if only one 3-21-13 Smell the Roses! 1,001 Platinum Blonds, if only one 3-21-13 Smell the Roses! 1,001 Platinum Blonds, if only one 3-21-13 Smell the Roses! 1,001 Platinum Blonds, if only one 
could invent a way to make contact with Greg! Never lose your could invent a way to make contact with Greg! Never lose your could invent a way to make contact with Greg! Never lose your could invent a way to make contact with Greg! Never lose your 
cell phone with "Phone Finder"... cell phone with "Phone Finder"... cell phone with "Phone Finder"... cell phone with "Phone Finder"... 
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3-21-13 1,001 Platinum Blonds on their cell phone app for 3-21-13 1,001 Platinum Blonds on their cell phone app for 3-21-13 1,001 Platinum Blonds on their cell phone app for 3-21-13 1,001 Platinum Blonds on their cell phone app for 
Perfumes + Rx Perfumes for antibiotics + vaccinations. Numb Perfumes + Rx Perfumes for antibiotics + vaccinations. Numb Perfumes + Rx Perfumes for antibiotics + vaccinations. Numb Perfumes + Rx Perfumes for antibiotics + vaccinations. Numb 
Nuts Dictators ordered the invention apps for the poison gases Nuts Dictators ordered the invention apps for the poison gases Nuts Dictators ordered the invention apps for the poison gases Nuts Dictators ordered the invention apps for the poison gases 
of war. of war. of war. of war. 

Soul Searching and Soul Mate H2O bond and H at -254 C in Soul Searching and Soul Mate H2O bond and H at -254 C in Soul Searching and Soul Mate H2O bond and H at -254 C in Soul Searching and Soul Mate H2O bond and H at -254 C in 
liquid gas tanks for hydrogen. Guillotine + Gasoline's fiery car liquid gas tanks for hydrogen. Guillotine + Gasoline's fiery car liquid gas tanks for hydrogen. Guillotine + Gasoline's fiery car liquid gas tanks for hydrogen. Guillotine + Gasoline's fiery car 
wrecks. Today's Show and Tell, city blocks of 5 story apartment wrecks. Today's Show and Tell, city blocks of 5 story apartment wrecks. Today's Show and Tell, city blocks of 5 story apartment wrecks. Today's Show and Tell, city blocks of 5 story apartment 
buildings and deep into Hell looking for a parking spot buildings and deep into Hell looking for a parking spot buildings and deep into Hell looking for a parking spot buildings and deep into Hell looking for a parking spot 
until... until... until... until... 

Greg has a though about building a Eiffel Tower Structure Greg has a though about building a Eiffel Tower Structure Greg has a though about building a Eiffel Tower Structure Greg has a though about building a Eiffel Tower Structure 
over each city block of 5 story apartment buildings for roof top over each city block of 5 story apartment buildings for roof top over each city block of 5 story apartment buildings for roof top over each city block of 5 story apartment buildings for roof top 
parking, parking Hell solved... with one Eiffel invention they parking, parking Hell solved... with one Eiffel invention they parking, parking Hell solved... with one Eiffel invention they parking, parking Hell solved... with one Eiffel invention they 
have no choice but to build. have no choice but to build. have no choice but to build. have no choice but to build. 

Sorority's 15 billion people on Earth Campus Revolution... by Sorority's 15 billion people on Earth Campus Revolution... by Sorority's 15 billion people on Earth Campus Revolution... by Sorority's 15 billion people on Earth Campus Revolution... by 
the time these girls are Grandmothers! the time these girls are Grandmothers! the time these girls are Grandmothers! the time these girls are Grandmothers! 

Pentagon's think Tank thinks of 1 billion civilian causalities Pentagon's think Tank thinks of 1 billion civilian causalities Pentagon's think Tank thinks of 1 billion civilian causalities Pentagon's think Tank thinks of 1 billion civilian causalities 
instead of 7 million from suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar instead of 7 million from suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar instead of 7 million from suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar instead of 7 million from suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar 
Era. Era. Era. Era. 

Highest amount of Military sex assaults are the whore house's Highest amount of Military sex assaults are the whore house's Highest amount of Military sex assaults are the whore house's Highest amount of Military sex assaults are the whore house's 
run by the base commanders at every military base in the run by the base commanders at every military base in the run by the base commanders at every military base in the run by the base commanders at every military base in the 
world. world. world. world. 

Pussy Constellation! Pussy Constellation! Pussy Constellation! Pussy Constellation! 

3 24 13 Futuristic 10 deck Cruise Ship looking Satellites in low 3 24 13 Futuristic 10 deck Cruise Ship looking Satellites in low 3 24 13 Futuristic 10 deck Cruise Ship looking Satellites in low 3 24 13 Futuristic 10 deck Cruise Ship looking Satellites in low 
orbit over Key West built as if they were a "Cell Tower" + WiFi orbit over Key West built as if they were a "Cell Tower" + WiFi orbit over Key West built as if they were a "Cell Tower" + WiFi orbit over Key West built as if they were a "Cell Tower" + WiFi 
Router... This done... Municipal wireless network concept of Router... This done... Municipal wireless network concept of Router... This done... Municipal wireless network concept of Router... This done... Municipal wireless network concept of 
turning an entire Island and off shore Islands and boats turning an entire Island and off shore Islands and boats turning an entire Island and off shore Islands and boats turning an entire Island and off shore Islands and boats 
within 90 miles, Yes Cuba is there, grin. Key West City into a within 90 miles, Yes Cuba is there, grin. Key West City into a within 90 miles, Yes Cuba is there, grin. Key West City into a within 90 miles, Yes Cuba is there, grin. Key West City into a 
Wireless Access Zone, with the ultimate goal of making wireless Wireless Access Zone, with the ultimate goal of making wireless Wireless Access Zone, with the ultimate goal of making wireless Wireless Access Zone, with the ultimate goal of making wireless 
access for wifi dash cams so the cops and hear and see what is access for wifi dash cams so the cops and hear and see what is access for wifi dash cams so the cops and hear and see what is access for wifi dash cams so the cops and hear and see what is 
going on inside the car or ship 70 miles at sea... before the going on inside the car or ship 70 miles at sea... before the going on inside the car or ship 70 miles at sea... before the going on inside the car or ship 70 miles at sea... before the 
lights start flashing. Once this is dun Key West can junk its lights start flashing. Once this is dun Key West can junk its lights start flashing. Once this is dun Key West can junk its lights start flashing. Once this is dun Key West can junk its 
$million dollar license plate number reader for a wifi built $million dollar license plate number reader for a wifi built $million dollar license plate number reader for a wifi built $million dollar license plate number reader for a wifi built 
into or screwed on the lic plate, unless the cars wifi dash cam into or screwed on the lic plate, unless the cars wifi dash cam into or screwed on the lic plate, unless the cars wifi dash cam into or screwed on the lic plate, unless the cars wifi dash cam 
can also broadcast your lic plate and if you have insurance can also broadcast your lic plate and if you have insurance can also broadcast your lic plate and if you have insurance can also broadcast your lic plate and if you have insurance 
paid up on this car... app can check your drivers license and paid up on this car... app can check your drivers license and paid up on this car... app can check your drivers license and paid up on this car... app can check your drivers license and 
call it in without ever being pulled over... email you a call it in without ever being pulled over... email you a call it in without ever being pulled over... email you a call it in without ever being pulled over... email you a 
speeding ticket wow 1,001 wifi inventions will be the catch of speeding ticket wow 1,001 wifi inventions will be the catch of speeding ticket wow 1,001 wifi inventions will be the catch of speeding ticket wow 1,001 wifi inventions will be the catch of 
the day for Key West WiFi Satellites in low orbit. the day for Key West WiFi Satellites in low orbit. the day for Key West WiFi Satellites in low orbit. the day for Key West WiFi Satellites in low orbit. 

Key West Chronology of Travel to the 10 Stars Nearest Earth Key West Chronology of Travel to the 10 Stars Nearest Earth Key West Chronology of Travel to the 10 Stars Nearest Earth Key West Chronology of Travel to the 10 Stars Nearest Earth 
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Names of the stars close to Earth.... Names of the stars close to Earth.... Names of the stars close to Earth.... Names of the stars close to Earth.... 

Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years 

Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3 Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3 Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3 Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3 

Alpha Centauri B 4.3 Alpha Centauri B 4.3 Alpha Centauri B 4.3 Alpha Centauri B 4.3 

Barnard's Star 5.9 light years Barnard's Star 5.9 light years Barnard's Star 5.9 light years Barnard's Star 5.9 light years 

New ----- New YouTube I Just Made -- CLICK HERE * * * New ----- New YouTube I Just Made -- CLICK HERE * * * New ----- New YouTube I Just Made -- CLICK HERE * * * New ----- New YouTube I Just Made -- CLICK HERE * * * 

Greg Buell ON YouTube Video ------------ GREG'S 1ST VIDEO Greg Buell ON YouTube Video ------------ GREG'S 1ST VIDEO Greg Buell ON YouTube Video ------------ GREG'S 1ST VIDEO Greg Buell ON YouTube Video ------------ GREG'S 1ST VIDEO 
HERE ! HERE ! HERE ! HERE ! 
About End War On Earth and the Cure for Breast CancerAbout End War On Earth and the Cure for Breast CancerAbout End War On Earth and the Cure for Breast CancerAbout End War On Earth and the Cure for Breast Cancer
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8w http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8w http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8w http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8w 
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http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/photoshttp://www.electricwindmillcar.com/photoshttp://www.electricwindmillcar.com/photoshttp://www.electricwindmillcar.com/photos

CLICK HERE ----- Link to the classic ElectricWindmillCar CLICK HERE ----- Link to the classic ElectricWindmillCar CLICK HERE ----- Link to the classic ElectricWindmillCar CLICK HERE ----- Link to the classic ElectricWindmillCar 
Index-2 I edited it the web is fixed up nicely...Index-2 I edited it the web is fixed up nicely...Index-2 I edited it the web is fixed up nicely...Index-2 I edited it the web is fixed up nicely...

Breast Cancer supercomputer simulation showing estrogen Breast Cancer supercomputer simulation showing estrogen Breast Cancer supercomputer simulation showing estrogen Breast Cancer supercomputer simulation showing estrogen 
from a diet of high fat dairy foods and red meat would make from a diet of high fat dairy foods and red meat would make from a diet of high fat dairy foods and red meat would make from a diet of high fat dairy foods and red meat would make 
more news than the new Pope Frances! more news than the new Pope Frances! more news than the new Pope Frances! more news than the new Pope Frances! 

Social Engineers got the masses fat enough to die for the taste Social Engineers got the masses fat enough to die for the taste Social Engineers got the masses fat enough to die for the taste Social Engineers got the masses fat enough to die for the taste 
of cream! Steve Jobs died for Sausage + lunch meats! of cream! Steve Jobs died for Sausage + lunch meats! of cream! Steve Jobs died for Sausage + lunch meats! of cream! Steve Jobs died for Sausage + lunch meats! 

Social diseases are Pentagon statistics, 007 SkyFall list of Social diseases are Pentagon statistics, 007 SkyFall list of Social diseases are Pentagon statistics, 007 SkyFall list of Social diseases are Pentagon statistics, 007 SkyFall list of 
spies... list of Numb Nuts Dictators with STD's! Would you have spies... list of Numb Nuts Dictators with STD's! Would you have spies... list of Numb Nuts Dictators with STD's! Would you have spies... list of Numb Nuts Dictators with STD's! Would you have 
voted for Clinton or Bush with syphilis? Hell No! Hell No We voted for Clinton or Bush with syphilis? Hell No! Hell No We voted for Clinton or Bush with syphilis? Hell No! Hell No We voted for Clinton or Bush with syphilis? Hell No! Hell No We 
Won't Go... public medical diseases you have, with 15 billion Won't Go... public medical diseases you have, with 15 billion Won't Go... public medical diseases you have, with 15 billion Won't Go... public medical diseases you have, with 15 billion 
people a few Clinton's, Bush's and Kennedy's can infect tens of people a few Clinton's, Bush's and Kennedy's can infect tens of people a few Clinton's, Bush's and Kennedy's can infect tens of people a few Clinton's, Bush's and Kennedy's can infect tens of 
thousands with Syphilis on the brain! thousands with Syphilis on the brain! thousands with Syphilis on the brain! thousands with Syphilis on the brain! 

Hepatitis A, B + C same statistics today but with 15 Billion Hepatitis A, B + C same statistics today but with 15 Billion Hepatitis A, B + C same statistics today but with 15 Billion Hepatitis A, B + C same statistics today but with 15 Billion 
People on Earth you would have London with the Plague! People on Earth you would have London with the Plague! People on Earth you would have London with the Plague! People on Earth you would have London with the Plague! 
British Opium Wars wanted to sell Opium in the Publix Grocery British Opium Wars wanted to sell Opium in the Publix Grocery British Opium Wars wanted to sell Opium in the Publix Grocery British Opium Wars wanted to sell Opium in the Publix Grocery 
Stores in China. Stores in China. Stores in China. Stores in China. 

Cars burst into flames in head on collisions in China and the Cars burst into flames in head on collisions in China and the Cars burst into flames in head on collisions in China and the Cars burst into flames in head on collisions in China and the 
masses believe this is normal for gasoline fueled cars... only masses believe this is normal for gasoline fueled cars... only masses believe this is normal for gasoline fueled cars... only masses believe this is normal for gasoline fueled cars... only 
the Numb Nuts Dictators in China know the the Numb Nuts Dictators in China know the the Numb Nuts Dictators in China know the the Numb Nuts Dictators in China know the 
ElectricWindmillCar be climate controlled, fire proof, crash ElectricWindmillCar be climate controlled, fire proof, crash ElectricWindmillCar be climate controlled, fire proof, crash ElectricWindmillCar be climate controlled, fire proof, crash 
proof with second and third generation super air bags on the proof with second and third generation super air bags on the proof with second and third generation super air bags on the proof with second and third generation super air bags on the 
outside of the car! outside of the car! outside of the car! outside of the car! 

Perfumed Christmas tree hanging from the rear view mirror Perfumed Christmas tree hanging from the rear view mirror Perfumed Christmas tree hanging from the rear view mirror Perfumed Christmas tree hanging from the rear view mirror 
will be reinvented with Rx perfumes for antibiotics and will be reinvented with Rx perfumes for antibiotics and will be reinvented with Rx perfumes for antibiotics and will be reinvented with Rx perfumes for antibiotics and 
vaccinations along with Jet Fighter rear view observations! vaccinations along with Jet Fighter rear view observations! vaccinations along with Jet Fighter rear view observations! vaccinations along with Jet Fighter rear view observations! 

Breast Cancer Memorial in Key West at Higgs Particle Beach Breast Cancer Memorial in Key West at Higgs Particle Beach Breast Cancer Memorial in Key West at Higgs Particle Beach Breast Cancer Memorial in Key West at Higgs Particle Beach 
will replace the names of AIDS with huge Sony monitors for the will replace the names of AIDS with huge Sony monitors for the will replace the names of AIDS with huge Sony monitors for the will replace the names of AIDS with huge Sony monitors for the 
drive by look of top less women killed by the "Wars In Iraq"! drive by look of top less women killed by the "Wars In Iraq"! drive by look of top less women killed by the "Wars In Iraq"! drive by look of top less women killed by the "Wars In Iraq"! 

"Soccer Mom's" in an Age with 15 Billion People on Earth "Soccer Mom's" in an Age with 15 Billion People on Earth "Soccer Mom's" in an Age with 15 Billion People on Earth "Soccer Mom's" in an Age with 15 Billion People on Earth 
would stifle all the "Invention Mom's"! Vivid images in your would stifle all the "Invention Mom's"! Vivid images in your would stifle all the "Invention Mom's"! Vivid images in your would stifle all the "Invention Mom's"! Vivid images in your 
mind of the "Invention Mom's" and now track down and arrest mind of the "Invention Mom's" and now track down and arrest mind of the "Invention Mom's" and now track down and arrest mind of the "Invention Mom's" and now track down and arrest 
the "1984" social engineers who gave you Socker Moms then the "1984" social engineers who gave you Socker Moms then the "1984" social engineers who gave you Socker Moms then the "1984" social engineers who gave you Socker Moms then 
you will find when you break the 1984 Mirror and find the you will find when you break the 1984 Mirror and find the you will find when you break the 1984 Mirror and find the you will find when you break the 1984 Mirror and find the 
government camera! government camera! government camera! government camera! 

Stupid Criminals gave us decades of "Soccer Mom's" in an Age Stupid Criminals gave us decades of "Soccer Mom's" in an Age Stupid Criminals gave us decades of "Soccer Mom's" in an Age Stupid Criminals gave us decades of "Soccer Mom's" in an Age 
with 15 Billion People on Earth! "Invention Mom's"! Were with 15 Billion People on Earth! "Invention Mom's"! Were with 15 Billion People on Earth! "Invention Mom's"! Were with 15 Billion People on Earth! "Invention Mom's"! Were 
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suppressed with the ElectricWindmillCar and all its life saving suppressed with the ElectricWindmillCar and all its life saving suppressed with the ElectricWindmillCar and all its life saving suppressed with the ElectricWindmillCar and all its life saving 
accessories for lower Insurance Rates and crashes! accessories for lower Insurance Rates and crashes! accessories for lower Insurance Rates and crashes! accessories for lower Insurance Rates and crashes! 

Tags in your shirts lets Target + Walmart take inventory. Chip Tags in your shirts lets Target + Walmart take inventory. Chip Tags in your shirts lets Target + Walmart take inventory. Chip Tags in your shirts lets Target + Walmart take inventory. Chip 
in your cat or dog will save you printed reward posters in Key in your cat or dog will save you printed reward posters in Key in your cat or dog will save you printed reward posters in Key in your cat or dog will save you printed reward posters in Key 
West for the lost animal. West for the lost animal. West for the lost animal. West for the lost animal. 

Chips implanted in the delivery room Hospital... then Kennedy Chips implanted in the delivery room Hospital... then Kennedy Chips implanted in the delivery room Hospital... then Kennedy Chips implanted in the delivery room Hospital... then Kennedy 
can knock down all the nurses taking the baby... and every can knock down all the nurses taking the baby... and every can knock down all the nurses taking the baby... and every can knock down all the nurses taking the baby... and every 
move will be trackable! Kennedy tormenting Mary to hang move will be trackable! Kennedy tormenting Mary to hang move will be trackable! Kennedy tormenting Mary to hang move will be trackable! Kennedy tormenting Mary to hang 
herself in the barn all on Mary's web cam helmet! herself in the barn all on Mary's web cam helmet! herself in the barn all on Mary's web cam helmet! herself in the barn all on Mary's web cam helmet! 

When the 15th billion baby is born a 5th generation GPS chip When the 15th billion baby is born a 5th generation GPS chip When the 15th billion baby is born a 5th generation GPS chip When the 15th billion baby is born a 5th generation GPS chip 
will be implanted with the babies lifetime of vaccinations will be implanted with the babies lifetime of vaccinations will be implanted with the babies lifetime of vaccinations will be implanted with the babies lifetime of vaccinations 
"Rose"! "Rose"! "Rose"! "Rose"! 

Smell the Roses! 1,001 Platinum Blonds, if only one could Smell the Roses! 1,001 Platinum Blonds, if only one could Smell the Roses! 1,001 Platinum Blonds, if only one could Smell the Roses! 1,001 Platinum Blonds, if only one could 
invent a way to make contact with Greg, when the 1984 Numb invent a way to make contact with Greg, when the 1984 Numb invent a way to make contact with Greg, when the 1984 Numb invent a way to make contact with Greg, when the 1984 Numb 
Nuts Dictators are distracted driving gasoline cars the wrong Nuts Dictators are distracted driving gasoline cars the wrong Nuts Dictators are distracted driving gasoline cars the wrong Nuts Dictators are distracted driving gasoline cars the wrong 
way... crashing head on! way... crashing head on! way... crashing head on! way... crashing head on! 

Smell the Roses! 1,001 Platinum Blonds, if only one could Smell the Roses! 1,001 Platinum Blonds, if only one could Smell the Roses! 1,001 Platinum Blonds, if only one could Smell the Roses! 1,001 Platinum Blonds, if only one could 
invent a way to make contact with Greg! invent a way to make contact with Greg! invent a way to make contact with Greg! invent a way to make contact with Greg! 

Make, "Polygamist Marriage Legal", give the wives 1,001 Make, "Polygamist Marriage Legal", give the wives 1,001 Make, "Polygamist Marriage Legal", give the wives 1,001 Make, "Polygamist Marriage Legal", give the wives 1,001 
Invention Projects spelled out with links! Inventions that Invention Projects spelled out with links! Inventions that Invention Projects spelled out with links! Inventions that Invention Projects spelled out with links! Inventions that 
"Harvest Nobel Prizes" "Harvest Nobel Prizes" "Harvest Nobel Prizes" "Harvest Nobel Prizes" 

3-17-13 Sunday Pope Francis said God is "that of mercy." He 3-17-13 Sunday Pope Francis said God is "that of mercy." He 3-17-13 Sunday Pope Francis said God is "that of mercy." He 3-17-13 Sunday Pope Francis said God is "that of mercy." He 
didn't say God's Best Invention is Women! didn't say God's Best Invention is Women! didn't say God's Best Invention is Women! didn't say God's Best Invention is Women! 

Because the Pope has no Wives to work 24/7 with Because the Pope has no Wives to work 24/7 with Because the Pope has no Wives to work 24/7 with Because the Pope has no Wives to work 24/7 with 
Brainstorming 1,001 Invention Projects. Pope Francis, He said Brainstorming 1,001 Invention Projects. Pope Francis, He said Brainstorming 1,001 Invention Projects. Pope Francis, He said Brainstorming 1,001 Invention Projects. Pope Francis, He said 
God has an unfathomable capacity to pardon... God has an unfathomable capacity to pardon... God has an unfathomable capacity to pardon... God has an unfathomable capacity to pardon... 

God can't "Pardon"... Pope Benedict XVI, + Pope John Paul II God can't "Pardon"... Pope Benedict XVI, + Pope John Paul II God can't "Pardon"... Pope Benedict XVI, + Pope John Paul II God can't "Pardon"... Pope Benedict XVI, + Pope John Paul II 
because they failed to call the FBI, turn in the depraved because they failed to call the FBI, turn in the depraved because they failed to call the FBI, turn in the depraved because they failed to call the FBI, turn in the depraved 
criminals at BP Oil for all the "Babies", "Kids" left in hot cars criminals at BP Oil for all the "Babies", "Kids" left in hot cars criminals at BP Oil for all the "Babies", "Kids" left in hot cars criminals at BP Oil for all the "Babies", "Kids" left in hot cars 
to die a torturous death when the suppressed to die a torturous death when the suppressed to die a torturous death when the suppressed to die a torturous death when the suppressed 
ElectricWindmillCar would be climate controlled. From the 1st ElectricWindmillCar would be climate controlled. From the 1st ElectricWindmillCar would be climate controlled. From the 1st ElectricWindmillCar would be climate controlled. From the 1st 
hot day of Summer Pope John Paul II became Pope to all the hot day of Summer Pope John Paul II became Pope to all the hot day of Summer Pope John Paul II became Pope to all the hot day of Summer Pope John Paul II became Pope to all the 
hot summer days of Pope Benedict XVI, to the Summer of 2013 hot summer days of Pope Benedict XVI, to the Summer of 2013 hot summer days of Pope Benedict XVI, to the Summer of 2013 hot summer days of Pope Benedict XVI, to the Summer of 2013 
Pope Francis will endure... Argentine's Hot Summers days of Pope Francis will endure... Argentine's Hot Summers days of Pope Francis will endure... Argentine's Hot Summers days of Pope Francis will endure... Argentine's Hot Summers days of 
2013! 2013! 2013! 2013! 

7 million others died from the suppression of the 7 million others died from the suppression of the 7 million others died from the suppression of the 7 million others died from the suppression of the 
ElectricWindmillCar, these were adults... "Baby Killers" are in ElectricWindmillCar, these were adults... "Baby Killers" are in ElectricWindmillCar, these were adults... "Baby Killers" are in ElectricWindmillCar, these were adults... "Baby Killers" are in 
the "Top Brass" Class! the "Top Brass" Class! the "Top Brass" Class! the "Top Brass" Class! 

Seeing Pope Francis doesn't have 4 Wives He didn't say Seeing Pope Francis doesn't have 4 Wives He didn't say Seeing Pope Francis doesn't have 4 Wives He didn't say Seeing Pope Francis doesn't have 4 Wives He didn't say 
anything, no prayer for the 100 Women-Wives who will die anything, no prayer for the 100 Women-Wives who will die anything, no prayer for the 100 Women-Wives who will die anything, no prayer for the 100 Women-Wives who will die 
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from Breast Cancer today because the Pentagon robbed them from Breast Cancer today because the Pentagon robbed them from Breast Cancer today because the Pentagon robbed them from Breast Cancer today because the Pentagon robbed them 
at the gas station of $7 Trillion dollars for the "Wars in Iraq"! at the gas station of $7 Trillion dollars for the "Wars in Iraq"! at the gas station of $7 Trillion dollars for the "Wars in Iraq"! at the gas station of $7 Trillion dollars for the "Wars in Iraq"! 

Race for the Cure was Robbed, sucker punched by the Race for the Cure was Robbed, sucker punched by the Race for the Cure was Robbed, sucker punched by the Race for the Cure was Robbed, sucker punched by the 
Pentagon! This is classified today, 1,001 Platinum Blonds at Pentagon! This is classified today, 1,001 Platinum Blonds at Pentagon! This is classified today, 1,001 Platinum Blonds at Pentagon! This is classified today, 1,001 Platinum Blonds at 
the gas station filling up, sucker punched at the gas pump! the gas station filling up, sucker punched at the gas pump! the gas station filling up, sucker punched at the gas pump! the gas station filling up, sucker punched at the gas pump! 
Blood all over her dress... women are the casualties of War Blood all over her dress... women are the casualties of War Blood all over her dress... women are the casualties of War Blood all over her dress... women are the casualties of War 
and Pope's with no one waiting to Marry them and and Pope's with no one waiting to Marry them and and Pope's with no one waiting to Marry them and and Pope's with no one waiting to Marry them and 
Brainstorm the Rx Overnight "Miracle" Cure for Breast Cancer Brainstorm the Rx Overnight "Miracle" Cure for Breast Cancer Brainstorm the Rx Overnight "Miracle" Cure for Breast Cancer Brainstorm the Rx Overnight "Miracle" Cure for Breast Cancer 
on a hot Summer Day of 2013 in Key West... Paradise! on a hot Summer Day of 2013 in Key West... Paradise! on a hot Summer Day of 2013 in Key West... Paradise! on a hot Summer Day of 2013 in Key West... Paradise! 

Eve with her War Chest of 1 Trillion Galaxies... the Honeymoon Eve with her War Chest of 1 Trillion Galaxies... the Honeymoon Eve with her War Chest of 1 Trillion Galaxies... the Honeymoon Eve with her War Chest of 1 Trillion Galaxies... the Honeymoon 
will last Forever, expanding 1 Trillion Galaxies into empty will last Forever, expanding 1 Trillion Galaxies into empty will last Forever, expanding 1 Trillion Galaxies into empty will last Forever, expanding 1 Trillion Galaxies into empty 
space at millions of miles per second! "1 Trillion and 1 space at millions of miles per second! "1 Trillion and 1 space at millions of miles per second! "1 Trillion and 1 space at millions of miles per second! "1 Trillion and 1 
Invention Projects is the Reality" for Making, "Polygamist Invention Projects is the Reality" for Making, "Polygamist Invention Projects is the Reality" for Making, "Polygamist Invention Projects is the Reality" for Making, "Polygamist 
Marriage Legal" Marriage Legal" Marriage Legal" Marriage Legal" 

"1 Trillion and 1 Invention Projects is the Reality" for Making, "1 Trillion and 1 Invention Projects is the Reality" for Making, "1 Trillion and 1 Invention Projects is the Reality" for Making, "1 Trillion and 1 Invention Projects is the Reality" for Making, 
"Polygamist Marriage Legal" "Polygamist Marriage Legal" "Polygamist Marriage Legal" "Polygamist Marriage Legal" 

Make, "Polygamist Marriage Legal", give the wives 1,001 Make, "Polygamist Marriage Legal", give the wives 1,001 Make, "Polygamist Marriage Legal", give the wives 1,001 Make, "Polygamist Marriage Legal", give the wives 1,001 
Invention Projects spelled out with links! Inventions that Invention Projects spelled out with links! Inventions that Invention Projects spelled out with links! Inventions that Invention Projects spelled out with links! Inventions that 
"Harvest Nobel Prizes" "Harvest Nobel Prizes" "Harvest Nobel Prizes" "Harvest Nobel Prizes" 

3-16-13 Sat 15 Billion People on Earth will live better than the 3-16-13 Sat 15 Billion People on Earth will live better than the 3-16-13 Sat 15 Billion People on Earth will live better than the 3-16-13 Sat 15 Billion People on Earth will live better than the 
7 Billion today via Greg + Wives Inventions! So China killed 7 Billion today via Greg + Wives Inventions! So China killed 7 Billion today via Greg + Wives Inventions! So China killed 7 Billion today via Greg + Wives Inventions! So China killed 
330 million babies for nothing, in the news for today China 330 million babies for nothing, in the news for today China 330 million babies for nothing, in the news for today China 330 million babies for nothing, in the news for today China 
did 330 million abortions since the invention of the did 330 million abortions since the invention of the did 330 million abortions since the invention of the did 330 million abortions since the invention of the 
ElectricWindmillCar in 1980... ElectricWindmillCar in 1980... ElectricWindmillCar in 1980... ElectricWindmillCar in 1980... 

John Lennon’s wife, Yoko Ono... John Lennon’s wife, Yoko Ono... John Lennon’s wife, Yoko Ono... John Lennon’s wife, Yoko Ono... 

...has known about the suppression of the EletricWindmillCar ...has known about the suppression of the EletricWindmillCar ...has known about the suppression of the EletricWindmillCar ...has known about the suppression of the EletricWindmillCar 
for decades. I think there will be a Hell of a argument between for decades. I think there will be a Hell of a argument between for decades. I think there will be a Hell of a argument between for decades. I think there will be a Hell of a argument between 
Yoko and John Lennon when we are all dead... as John Yoko and John Lennon when we are all dead... as John Yoko and John Lennon when we are all dead... as John Yoko and John Lennon when we are all dead... as John 
Lennon would have exposed the suppression of the Lennon would have exposed the suppression of the Lennon would have exposed the suppression of the Lennon would have exposed the suppression of the 
ElectricWindmillCar in 1981... ElectricWindmillCar in 1981... ElectricWindmillCar in 1981... ElectricWindmillCar in 1981... 

Paul McCartney took $Billions in BP Oil bribes to go along Paul McCartney took $Billions in BP Oil bribes to go along Paul McCartney took $Billions in BP Oil bribes to go along Paul McCartney took $Billions in BP Oil bribes to go along 
with the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar and let wife with the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar and let wife with the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar and let wife with the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar and let wife 
Linda die of Breast Cancer that would have been cured in Linda die of Breast Cancer that would have been cured in Linda die of Breast Cancer that would have been cured in Linda die of Breast Cancer that would have been cured in 
1981 via Euphoria of the ElectricWindmillCar Era and Lyrics 1981 via Euphoria of the ElectricWindmillCar Era and Lyrics 1981 via Euphoria of the ElectricWindmillCar Era and Lyrics 1981 via Euphoria of the ElectricWindmillCar Era and Lyrics 
written by John Lennon as the ElectricWindmillCar was written by John Lennon as the ElectricWindmillCar was written by John Lennon as the ElectricWindmillCar was written by John Lennon as the ElectricWindmillCar was 
Invented a few months before he was shot! Which would never Invented a few months before he was shot! Which would never Invented a few months before he was shot! Which would never Invented a few months before he was shot! Which would never 
have happened if the ElectricWindmillCar was not suppressed, have happened if the ElectricWindmillCar was not suppressed, have happened if the ElectricWindmillCar was not suppressed, have happened if the ElectricWindmillCar was not suppressed, 
and 9-11 would never have happened! and 9-11 would never have happened! and 9-11 would never have happened! and 9-11 would never have happened! 

Key West Top Brass counted the Homeless Here and there are Key West Top Brass counted the Homeless Here and there are Key West Top Brass counted the Homeless Here and there are Key West Top Brass counted the Homeless Here and there are 
784 homeless people in Key west... 784 homeless people in Key west... 784 homeless people in Key west... 784 homeless people in Key west... 

10th anniversary of the September 11 10th anniversary of the September 11 10th anniversary of the September 11 10th anniversary of the September 11 

1980 anniversary of the invention + suppression of the 1980 anniversary of the invention + suppression of the 1980 anniversary of the invention + suppression of the 1980 anniversary of the invention + suppression of the 
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ElectricWindmillCar ElectricWindmillCar ElectricWindmillCar ElectricWindmillCar 

9/11 terrorists from Saudi Arabia all 17 of them would have 9/11 terrorists from Saudi Arabia all 17 of them would have 9/11 terrorists from Saudi Arabia all 17 of them would have 9/11 terrorists from Saudi Arabia all 17 of them would have 
been 17 homeless guys in Mecca$ on 9/11 out of tens of been 17 homeless guys in Mecca$ on 9/11 out of tens of been 17 homeless guys in Mecca$ on 9/11 out of tens of been 17 homeless guys in Mecca$ on 9/11 out of tens of 
thousands of homeless guys in Mecca$$$ thousands of homeless guys in Mecca$$$ thousands of homeless guys in Mecca$$$ thousands of homeless guys in Mecca$$$ 

"Wars in Iraq" has cost $7 trillion with an additional $490 "Wars in Iraq" has cost $7 trillion with an additional $490 "Wars in Iraq" has cost $7 trillion with an additional $490 "Wars in Iraq" has cost $7 trillion with an additional $490 
billion in VA benefits owed to war veterans. billion in VA benefits owed to war veterans. billion in VA benefits owed to war veterans. billion in VA benefits owed to war veterans. 

War on Cancer with $7 Trillion was confiscated by the War on Cancer with $7 Trillion was confiscated by the War on Cancer with $7 Trillion was confiscated by the War on Cancer with $7 Trillion was confiscated by the 
Pentagon! $ Nothing is owed to "Women" for suppressing the Pentagon! $ Nothing is owed to "Women" for suppressing the Pentagon! $ Nothing is owed to "Women" for suppressing the Pentagon! $ Nothing is owed to "Women" for suppressing the 
ElectricWindmillCar Era and her lost to "Wars in Iraq" that ElectricWindmillCar Era and her lost to "Wars in Iraq" that ElectricWindmillCar Era and her lost to "Wars in Iraq" that ElectricWindmillCar Era and her lost to "Wars in Iraq" that 
cost Women their $7 Trillion in Breast Cancer Donations! cost Women their $7 Trillion in Breast Cancer Donations! cost Women their $7 Trillion in Breast Cancer Donations! cost Women their $7 Trillion in Breast Cancer Donations! 

$1 Trillion in IBM super computers were sold to Los Alamos $1 Trillion in IBM super computers were sold to Los Alamos $1 Trillion in IBM super computers were sold to Los Alamos $1 Trillion in IBM super computers were sold to Los Alamos 
from 1980 to 2013 from 1980 to 2013 from 1980 to 2013 from 1980 to 2013 

10th anniversary of the September 11 10th anniversary of the September 11 10th anniversary of the September 11 10th anniversary of the September 11 

1980 anniversary of the invention + suppression of the 1980 anniversary of the invention + suppression of the 1980 anniversary of the invention + suppression of the 1980 anniversary of the invention + suppression of the 
ElectricWindmillCar ElectricWindmillCar ElectricWindmillCar ElectricWindmillCar 

$177 Trillion the "Pentagon" earned from "BP Oil" $ Revenues $177 Trillion the "Pentagon" earned from "BP Oil" $ Revenues $177 Trillion the "Pentagon" earned from "BP Oil" $ Revenues $177 Trillion the "Pentagon" earned from "BP Oil" $ Revenues 
from 1980 to 2013 from Suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar from 1980 to 2013 from Suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar from 1980 to 2013 from Suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar from 1980 to 2013 from Suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar 
and the 7 million civilian's who died from the suppressed and the 7 million civilian's who died from the suppressed and the 7 million civilian's who died from the suppressed and the 7 million civilian's who died from the suppressed 
ElectricWindmillCar besides the 9-11 people and now the ElectricWindmillCar besides the 9-11 people and now the ElectricWindmillCar besides the 9-11 people and now the ElectricWindmillCar besides the 9-11 people and now the 
Pentagon fails to guard the wives who will be killed today 3 15 Pentagon fails to guard the wives who will be killed today 3 15 Pentagon fails to guard the wives who will be killed today 3 15 Pentagon fails to guard the wives who will be killed today 3 15 
13 from troops coming home from "Wars". Hillary knows this 13 from troops coming home from "Wars". Hillary knows this 13 from troops coming home from "Wars". Hillary knows this 13 from troops coming home from "Wars". Hillary knows this 
too! too! too! too! 

10th anniversary of the September 11 10th anniversary of the September 11 10th anniversary of the September 11 10th anniversary of the September 11 

1980 anniversary of the invention + suppression of the 1980 anniversary of the invention + suppression of the 1980 anniversary of the invention + suppression of the 1980 anniversary of the invention + suppression of the 
ElectricWindmillCar ElectricWindmillCar ElectricWindmillCar ElectricWindmillCar 

War in Iraq has cost $7 trillion with an additional $490 War in Iraq has cost $7 trillion with an additional $490 War in Iraq has cost $7 trillion with an additional $490 War in Iraq has cost $7 trillion with an additional $490 
billion in benefits owed to war veterans. billion in benefits owed to war veterans. billion in benefits owed to war veterans. billion in benefits owed to war veterans. 

War on Cancer with $7 Trillion was confiscated by the War on Cancer with $7 Trillion was confiscated by the War on Cancer with $7 Trillion was confiscated by the War on Cancer with $7 Trillion was confiscated by the 
Pentagon! Pentagon! Pentagon! Pentagon! 

$1 Trillion in IBM super computers were sold to Los Alamos $1 Trillion in IBM super computers were sold to Los Alamos $1 Trillion in IBM super computers were sold to Los Alamos $1 Trillion in IBM super computers were sold to Los Alamos 
from 1980 to 2013 from 1980 to 2013 from 1980 to 2013 from 1980 to 2013 

10th anniversary of the September 11 10th anniversary of the September 11 10th anniversary of the September 11 10th anniversary of the September 11 

1980 anniversary of the invention + suppression of the 1980 anniversary of the invention + suppression of the 1980 anniversary of the invention + suppression of the 1980 anniversary of the invention + suppression of the 
ElectricWindmillCar ElectricWindmillCar ElectricWindmillCar ElectricWindmillCar 

3-12-13 Invent 1,001 Something's with a few wives! Make 3-12-13 Invent 1,001 Something's with a few wives! Make 3-12-13 Invent 1,001 Something's with a few wives! Make 3-12-13 Invent 1,001 Something's with a few wives! Make 
"Polygamist Marriage Legal", give the wives 1,001 Invention "Polygamist Marriage Legal", give the wives 1,001 Invention "Polygamist Marriage Legal", give the wives 1,001 Invention "Polygamist Marriage Legal", give the wives 1,001 Invention 
Projects spelled out with links! Inventions that "Harvest Nobel Projects spelled out with links! Inventions that "Harvest Nobel Projects spelled out with links! Inventions that "Harvest Nobel Projects spelled out with links! Inventions that "Harvest Nobel 
Prizes" via 5 Rotor Helicopter Combines and Flagler Shuttle III Prizes" via 5 Rotor Helicopter Combines and Flagler Shuttle III Prizes" via 5 Rotor Helicopter Combines and Flagler Shuttle III Prizes" via 5 Rotor Helicopter Combines and Flagler Shuttle III 
Train to the Nearest Stars! Islands In The Stream! Gun battle, Train to the Nearest Stars! Islands In The Stream! Gun battle, Train to the Nearest Stars! Islands In The Stream! Gun battle, Train to the Nearest Stars! Islands In The Stream! Gun battle, 
although the ending is slightly ambiguous. As Nearest Stars although the ending is slightly ambiguous. As Nearest Stars although the ending is slightly ambiguous. As Nearest Stars although the ending is slightly ambiguous. As Nearest Stars 
are Today's Islands and Aliens are the spoils of this Wars are Today's Islands and Aliens are the spoils of this Wars are Today's Islands and Aliens are the spoils of this Wars are Today's Islands and Aliens are the spoils of this Wars 
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Manhattan Projects! A-Bomb is the Rx Overnight Miracle Cure Manhattan Projects! A-Bomb is the Rx Overnight Miracle Cure Manhattan Projects! A-Bomb is the Rx Overnight Miracle Cure Manhattan Projects! A-Bomb is the Rx Overnight Miracle Cure 
for Breast Cancer + A Lobotomy Gas in the Atmosphere that for Breast Cancer + A Lobotomy Gas in the Atmosphere that for Breast Cancer + A Lobotomy Gas in the Atmosphere that for Breast Cancer + A Lobotomy Gas in the Atmosphere that 
ends all "Violence Against Women"... and everyone! ends all "Violence Against Women"... and everyone! ends all "Violence Against Women"... and everyone! ends all "Violence Against Women"... and everyone! 

“Diesel Exhaust” the Plague of Autistic kids + childhood “Diesel Exhaust” the Plague of Autistic kids + childhood “Diesel Exhaust” the Plague of Autistic kids + childhood “Diesel Exhaust” the Plague of Autistic kids + childhood 
leukemia is caused by the clouds of “Diesel Exhaust” the “Black leukemia is caused by the clouds of “Diesel Exhaust” the “Black leukemia is caused by the clouds of “Diesel Exhaust” the “Black leukemia is caused by the clouds of “Diesel Exhaust” the “Black 
Death” in London, this modern Black Death is from BP Oil’s Death” in London, this modern Black Death is from BP Oil’s Death” in London, this modern Black Death is from BP Oil’s Death” in London, this modern Black Death is from BP Oil’s 
Diesel and Ford’s 2013 model Diesel Car! When Ford CEO knows Diesel and Ford’s 2013 model Diesel Car! When Ford CEO knows Diesel and Ford’s 2013 model Diesel Car! When Ford CEO knows Diesel and Ford’s 2013 model Diesel Car! When Ford CEO knows 
Diesel Exhaust causes Autistic kids + Childhood Leukemia! Diesel Exhaust causes Autistic kids + Childhood Leukemia! Diesel Exhaust causes Autistic kids + Childhood Leukemia! Diesel Exhaust causes Autistic kids + Childhood Leukemia! 

850 pages moved to this web link 850 pages moved to this web link 850 pages moved to this web link 850 pages moved to this web link 
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.htmlhttp://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.htmlhttp://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.htmlhttp://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html

Hemingway Beach in Key West... Hemingway Beach in Key West... Hemingway Beach in Key West... Hemingway Beach in Key West... 

Hemingway Beach in Key West... 1 Trillion Turtles in 1931 and Hemingway Beach in Key West... 1 Trillion Turtles in 1931 and Hemingway Beach in Key West... 1 Trillion Turtles in 1931 and Hemingway Beach in Key West... 1 Trillion Turtles in 1931 and 
2013. In 2020 if the Key West Admiral uses the well-oiled 2013. In 2020 if the Key West Admiral uses the well-oiled 2013. In 2020 if the Key West Admiral uses the well-oiled 2013. In 2020 if the Key West Admiral uses the well-oiled 
revenues from suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar Era from revenues from suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar Era from revenues from suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar Era from revenues from suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar Era from 
1980 to 2013. Navy Specialists Feeding the Damn Turtles! $100 1980 to 2013. Navy Specialists Feeding the Damn Turtles! $100 1980 to 2013. Navy Specialists Feeding the Damn Turtles! $100 1980 to 2013. Navy Specialists Feeding the Damn Turtles! $100 
Trillion dollars was more "Food" than the "Top Brass" could Trillion dollars was more "Food" than the "Top Brass" could Trillion dollars was more "Food" than the "Top Brass" could Trillion dollars was more "Food" than the "Top Brass" could 
eat, so lots was wasted including 1,001 Inventions to keep food eat, so lots was wasted including 1,001 Inventions to keep food eat, so lots was wasted including 1,001 Inventions to keep food eat, so lots was wasted including 1,001 Inventions to keep food 
from going bad. Todays recall of Tuna Cans, cans invented in from going bad. Todays recall of Tuna Cans, cans invented in from going bad. Todays recall of Tuna Cans, cans invented in from going bad. Todays recall of Tuna Cans, cans invented in 
1931, never reinvented! 1931, never reinvented! 1931, never reinvented! 1931, never reinvented! 

Well-oiled Admirals + Generals Making "Polygamist Marriage Well-oiled Admirals + Generals Making "Polygamist Marriage Well-oiled Admirals + Generals Making "Polygamist Marriage Well-oiled Admirals + Generals Making "Polygamist Marriage 
Legal"... Legal"... Legal"... Legal"... 

Gas station robbery statistics are classified today, 1,001 Gas station robbery statistics are classified today, 1,001 Gas station robbery statistics are classified today, 1,001 Gas station robbery statistics are classified today, 1,001 
Platinum Blonds filling up, sucker punched at the gas pump. Platinum Blonds filling up, sucker punched at the gas pump. Platinum Blonds filling up, sucker punched at the gas pump. Platinum Blonds filling up, sucker punched at the gas pump. 
Terrorists are BP Oil + Mobil Exxon! 1,001 old oil wells drilled Terrorists are BP Oil + Mobil Exxon! 1,001 old oil wells drilled Terrorists are BP Oil + Mobil Exxon! 1,001 old oil wells drilled Terrorists are BP Oil + Mobil Exxon! 1,001 old oil wells drilled 
in the ocean are leaking a few thousand gallons of oil today! in the ocean are leaking a few thousand gallons of oil today! in the ocean are leaking a few thousand gallons of oil today! in the ocean are leaking a few thousand gallons of oil today! 

If your wife was sucker punched in a gas station robbery and If your wife was sucker punched in a gas station robbery and If your wife was sucker punched in a gas station robbery and If your wife was sucker punched in a gas station robbery and 
the "Alien" got 1 year and a day in jail wouldn't you desire the the "Alien" got 1 year and a day in jail wouldn't you desire the the "Alien" got 1 year and a day in jail wouldn't you desire the the "Alien" got 1 year and a day in jail wouldn't you desire the 
catastrophic end to all gas stations via ElectricWindmillCar... catastrophic end to all gas stations via ElectricWindmillCar... catastrophic end to all gas stations via ElectricWindmillCar... catastrophic end to all gas stations via ElectricWindmillCar... 
Yes! And recover all the money BP Oil robbed from the 1,001 Yes! And recover all the money BP Oil robbed from the 1,001 Yes! And recover all the money BP Oil robbed from the 1,001 Yes! And recover all the money BP Oil robbed from the 1,001 
Platinum Blonds! Platinum Blonds! Platinum Blonds! Platinum Blonds! 

Well-oiled Admirals + Generals ambitions are illegal when Well-oiled Admirals + Generals ambitions are illegal when Well-oiled Admirals + Generals ambitions are illegal when Well-oiled Admirals + Generals ambitions are illegal when 
you are suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar Era! you are suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar Era! you are suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar Era! you are suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar Era! 

"If Hadley was the patient and nurturing saint, Pauline was "If Hadley was the patient and nurturing saint, Pauline was "If Hadley was the patient and nurturing saint, Pauline was "If Hadley was the patient and nurturing saint, Pauline was 
the intelligent general, well-oiled, endlessly competent. the intelligent general, well-oiled, endlessly competent. the intelligent general, well-oiled, endlessly competent. the intelligent general, well-oiled, endlessly competent. 
Martha was the soldier, the tiger, with her own books and Martha was the soldier, the tiger, with her own books and Martha was the soldier, the tiger, with her own books and Martha was the soldier, the tiger, with her own books and 
fierce ambitions. Mary was long-suffering, loyal to the fierce ambitions. Mary was long-suffering, loyal to the fierce ambitions. Mary was long-suffering, loyal to the fierce ambitions. Mary was long-suffering, loyal to the 
catastrophic end. He loved them each deeply and inexpertly." catastrophic end. He loved them each deeply and inexpertly." catastrophic end. He loved them each deeply and inexpertly." catastrophic end. He loved them each deeply and inexpertly." 

3-8-13 Numb Nuts Dictators just invented more sanctions 3-8-13 Numb Nuts Dictators just invented more sanctions 3-8-13 Numb Nuts Dictators just invented more sanctions 3-8-13 Numb Nuts Dictators just invented more sanctions 
against North Korea that have a slight chance of provoke the against North Korea that have a slight chance of provoke the against North Korea that have a slight chance of provoke the against North Korea that have a slight chance of provoke the 
North into "Nuking" Seoul... Rest of the Worlds Numb Nuts North into "Nuking" Seoul... Rest of the Worlds Numb Nuts North into "Nuking" Seoul... Rest of the Worlds Numb Nuts North into "Nuking" Seoul... Rest of the Worlds Numb Nuts 
Dictators let this happen in public... wow! Billions of Aliens Dictators let this happen in public... wow! Billions of Aliens Dictators let this happen in public... wow! Billions of Aliens Dictators let this happen in public... wow! Billions of Aliens 
have a chance of being at the Stars just a few light years from have a chance of being at the Stars just a few light years from have a chance of being at the Stars just a few light years from have a chance of being at the Stars just a few light years from 
Earth and the Worlds Dictators are playing war games as they Earth and the Worlds Dictators are playing war games as they Earth and the Worlds Dictators are playing war games as they Earth and the Worlds Dictators are playing war games as they 
know the Nobel Peace Prize will go to one of them even if Seoul know the Nobel Peace Prize will go to one of them even if Seoul know the Nobel Peace Prize will go to one of them even if Seoul know the Nobel Peace Prize will go to one of them even if Seoul 
is "Nuked"! is "Nuked"! is "Nuked"! is "Nuked"! 
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Make "Polygamist Marriage Legal" and give the wives 1,001 Make "Polygamist Marriage Legal" and give the wives 1,001 Make "Polygamist Marriage Legal" and give the wives 1,001 Make "Polygamist Marriage Legal" and give the wives 1,001 
Invention Projects spelled out with links! Inventions that Invention Projects spelled out with links! Inventions that Invention Projects spelled out with links! Inventions that Invention Projects spelled out with links! Inventions that 
"Harvest Nobel Prizes"! "Harvest Nobel Prizes"! "Harvest Nobel Prizes"! "Harvest Nobel Prizes"! 

Make "Polygamist Marriage Legal" and give the wives 1,001 Make "Polygamist Marriage Legal" and give the wives 1,001 Make "Polygamist Marriage Legal" and give the wives 1,001 Make "Polygamist Marriage Legal" and give the wives 1,001 
Invention Projects spelled out with links to talk about 24/7 Invention Projects spelled out with links to talk about 24/7 Invention Projects spelled out with links to talk about 24/7 Invention Projects spelled out with links to talk about 24/7 
with the loving husband! NBC never had a kind story on with the loving husband! NBC never had a kind story on with the loving husband! NBC never had a kind story on with the loving husband! NBC never had a kind story on 
Making "Polygamist Marriage Legal" for the New Age of Making "Polygamist Marriage Legal" for the New Age of Making "Polygamist Marriage Legal" for the New Age of Making "Polygamist Marriage Legal" for the New Age of 
Futuristic Invention Filled Pages of a Hemingway Novel, Futuristic Invention Filled Pages of a Hemingway Novel, Futuristic Invention Filled Pages of a Hemingway Novel, Futuristic Invention Filled Pages of a Hemingway Novel, 
writing with many wives from Key West 2013. writing with many wives from Key West 2013. writing with many wives from Key West 2013. writing with many wives from Key West 2013. 

“Dictators + Doctors,” Learn French for the New French “Dictators + Doctors,” Learn French for the New French “Dictators + Doctors,” Learn French for the New French “Dictators + Doctors,” Learn French for the New French 
Revolution... and Star Travel, discover Aliens, billions of them Revolution... and Star Travel, discover Aliens, billions of them Revolution... and Star Travel, discover Aliens, billions of them Revolution... and Star Travel, discover Aliens, billions of them 
at the nearest 4 Stars - four Star General Schwarzkopf at the nearest 4 Stars - four Star General Schwarzkopf at the nearest 4 Stars - four Star General Schwarzkopf at the nearest 4 Stars - four Star General Schwarzkopf 
commanded the U.S.-led international coalition that drove commanded the U.S.-led international coalition that drove commanded the U.S.-led international coalition that drove commanded the U.S.-led international coalition that drove 
Saddam Hussein's forces out of Kuwait in 1991. He was 78 Saddam Hussein's forces out of Kuwait in 1991. He was 78 Saddam Hussein's forces out of Kuwait in 1991. He was 78 Saddam Hussein's forces out of Kuwait in 1991. He was 78 
when he died in Tampa on Dec. 27 of complications from when he died in Tampa on Dec. 27 of complications from when he died in Tampa on Dec. 27 of complications from when he died in Tampa on Dec. 27 of complications from 
pneumonia. pneumonia. pneumonia. pneumonia. 

Pneumonia kills 1 million every year yet there is not a Pneumonia kills 1 million every year yet there is not a Pneumonia kills 1 million every year yet there is not a Pneumonia kills 1 million every year yet there is not a 
international coalition sending in a Four Star MD to international coalition sending in a Four Star MD to international coalition sending in a Four Star MD to international coalition sending in a Four Star MD to 
eradicate Pneumonia! Or Utopian air filters at the Army, eradicate Pneumonia! Or Utopian air filters at the Army, eradicate Pneumonia! Or Utopian air filters at the Army, eradicate Pneumonia! Or Utopian air filters at the Army, 
Navy, Miami Day Care Centers as Whooping Cough, Navy, Miami Day Care Centers as Whooping Cough, Navy, Miami Day Care Centers as Whooping Cough, Navy, Miami Day Care Centers as Whooping Cough, 
Chickenpox, Influenza, Measles, Smallpox and Tuberculosis Chickenpox, Influenza, Measles, Smallpox and Tuberculosis Chickenpox, Influenza, Measles, Smallpox and Tuberculosis Chickenpox, Influenza, Measles, Smallpox and Tuberculosis 
are all spread by airborne transmission well as hugs + kisses! are all spread by airborne transmission well as hugs + kisses! are all spread by airborne transmission well as hugs + kisses! are all spread by airborne transmission well as hugs + kisses! 
Publix Grocery Stores must have air bone filters... the Cruise Publix Grocery Stores must have air bone filters... the Cruise Publix Grocery Stores must have air bone filters... the Cruise Publix Grocery Stores must have air bone filters... the Cruise 
Ship norovirus lives for a long time on the Oreo Cookie Ship norovirus lives for a long time on the Oreo Cookie Ship norovirus lives for a long time on the Oreo Cookie Ship norovirus lives for a long time on the Oreo Cookie 
package someone sneezed on at Publix Grocery store so package someone sneezed on at Publix Grocery store so package someone sneezed on at Publix Grocery store so package someone sneezed on at Publix Grocery store so 
everyone should be test for these diseases via futuristic breath everyone should be test for these diseases via futuristic breath everyone should be test for these diseases via futuristic breath everyone should be test for these diseases via futuristic breath 
analyzer! Food Stamp Card should not let you buy Oreo analyzer! Food Stamp Card should not let you buy Oreo analyzer! Food Stamp Card should not let you buy Oreo analyzer! Food Stamp Card should not let you buy Oreo 
Cookies, Junk Foods... Cookies, Junk Foods... Cookies, Junk Foods... Cookies, Junk Foods... 

Surgical Mask would be effective to control the Carnival and Surgical Mask would be effective to control the Carnival and Surgical Mask would be effective to control the Carnival and Surgical Mask would be effective to control the Carnival and 
Disney Cruise Ships outbreak of norovirus! Disney Cruise Ships outbreak of norovirus! Disney Cruise Ships outbreak of norovirus! Disney Cruise Ships outbreak of norovirus! 

Surgical Mask are effective interventions to protect healthcare Surgical Mask are effective interventions to protect healthcare Surgical Mask are effective interventions to protect healthcare Surgical Mask are effective interventions to protect healthcare 
workers and vulnerable people, such as infants and the workers and vulnerable people, such as infants and the workers and vulnerable people, such as infants and the workers and vulnerable people, such as infants and the 
elderly. elderly. elderly. elderly. 

Surgical Mask would be effective at Day Care Centers also... Surgical Mask would be effective at Day Care Centers also... Surgical Mask would be effective at Day Care Centers also... Surgical Mask would be effective at Day Care Centers also... 

The Centers for Disease Control recommends that persons with The Centers for Disease Control recommends that persons with The Centers for Disease Control recommends that persons with The Centers for Disease Control recommends that persons with 
influenza wear surgical masks to prevent transmission to influenza wear surgical masks to prevent transmission to influenza wear surgical masks to prevent transmission to influenza wear surgical masks to prevent transmission to 
susceptible individuals. Yet, this recommendation has been susceptible individuals. Yet, this recommendation has been susceptible individuals. Yet, this recommendation has been susceptible individuals. Yet, this recommendation has been 
supported so far by only one study of mask impact on the supported so far by only one study of mask impact on the supported so far by only one study of mask impact on the supported so far by only one study of mask impact on the 
containment of large droplet spray during influenza containment of large droplet spray during influenza containment of large droplet spray during influenza containment of large droplet spray during influenza 
infection. Maryland's study is the first to provide data showing infection. Maryland's study is the first to provide data showing infection. Maryland's study is the first to provide data showing infection. Maryland's study is the first to provide data showing 
that using a surgical mask can reduce the release of even the that using a surgical mask can reduce the release of even the that using a surgical mask can reduce the release of even the that using a surgical mask can reduce the release of even the 
smallest droplets containing infectious virus. For this reason, smallest droplets containing infectious virus. For this reason, smallest droplets containing infectious virus. For this reason, smallest droplets containing infectious virus. For this reason, 
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health care facilities should put surgical masks on those health care facilities should put surgical masks on those health care facilities should put surgical masks on those health care facilities should put surgical masks on those 
suspected of having influenza, and individuals with suspected of having influenza, and individuals with suspected of having influenza, and individuals with suspected of having influenza, and individuals with 
influenza can protect their families by wearing a mask. Study influenza can protect their families by wearing a mask. Study influenza can protect their families by wearing a mask. Study influenza can protect their families by wearing a mask. Study 
Methods Dr. Milton and his research team, including scientists Methods Dr. Milton and his research team, including scientists Methods Dr. Milton and his research team, including scientists Methods Dr. Milton and his research team, including scientists 
from Harvard and Boston University Schools of Public Health from Harvard and Boston University Schools of Public Health from Harvard and Boston University Schools of Public Health from Harvard and Boston University Schools of Public Health 
and the University of Hong Kong, collected the exhaled breath and the University of Hong Kong, collected the exhaled breath and the University of Hong Kong, collected the exhaled breath and the University of Hong Kong, collected the exhaled breath 
from 38 flu patients and tested both the coarse (= 5 µm) and from 38 flu patients and tested both the coarse (= 5 µm) and from 38 flu patients and tested both the coarse (= 5 µm) and from 38 flu patients and tested both the coarse (= 5 µm) and 
fine (< 5 µm) particles for the number of viruses using fine (< 5 µm) particles for the number of viruses using fine (< 5 µm) particles for the number of viruses using fine (< 5 µm) particles for the number of viruses using 
molecular methods. They found that the fine particles had 8.8 molecular methods. They found that the fine particles had 8.8 molecular methods. They found that the fine particles had 8.8 molecular methods. They found that the fine particles had 8.8 
times more virus than the coarse particles (larger but still times more virus than the coarse particles (larger but still times more virus than the coarse particles (larger but still times more virus than the coarse particles (larger but still 
airborne droplets). They also tested the airborne droplets for airborne droplets). They also tested the airborne droplets for airborne droplets). They also tested the airborne droplets for airborne droplets). They also tested the airborne droplets for 
"culturable" virus and found that virus was not only "culturable" virus and found that virus was not only "culturable" virus and found that virus was not only "culturable" virus and found that virus was not only 
abundant in some cases, but infectious. However, there was a abundant in some cases, but infectious. However, there was a abundant in some cases, but infectious. However, there was a abundant in some cases, but infectious. However, there was a 
big range of how many viruses people put into the air – some big range of how many viruses people put into the air – some big range of how many viruses people put into the air – some big range of how many viruses people put into the air – some 
were undetectable while others put out over 100,000 every 30 were undetectable while others put out over 100,000 every 30 were undetectable while others put out over 100,000 every 30 were undetectable while others put out over 100,000 every 30 
minutes. The researchers also tested the impact of wearing a minutes. The researchers also tested the impact of wearing a minutes. The researchers also tested the impact of wearing a minutes. The researchers also tested the impact of wearing a 
surgical mask on the virus shedding into airborne droplets. surgical mask on the virus shedding into airborne droplets. surgical mask on the virus shedding into airborne droplets. surgical mask on the virus shedding into airborne droplets. 
Wearing a surgical mask significantly decreased the presence Wearing a surgical mask significantly decreased the presence Wearing a surgical mask significantly decreased the presence Wearing a surgical mask significantly decreased the presence 
of virus in airborne droplets from exhaled breath. of virus in airborne droplets from exhaled breath. of virus in airborne droplets from exhaled breath. of virus in airborne droplets from exhaled breath. 

Yale Key West Medical School built on Eiffel Tower Structures Yale Key West Medical School built on Eiffel Tower Structures Yale Key West Medical School built on Eiffel Tower Structures Yale Key West Medical School built on Eiffel Tower Structures 
will be revolutionary as everyone will wear a "Space Suit" of will be revolutionary as everyone will wear a "Space Suit" of will be revolutionary as everyone will wear a "Space Suit" of will be revolutionary as everyone will wear a "Space Suit" of 
one type or another. 100% infection control will be the goal of one type or another. 100% infection control will be the goal of one type or another. 100% infection control will be the goal of one type or another. 100% infection control will be the goal of 
this "Elite Medical School" while all other Medical school are to this "Elite Medical School" while all other Medical school are to this "Elite Medical School" while all other Medical school are to this "Elite Medical School" while all other Medical school are to 
embarrassed to make public their rates of infecting kids and embarrassed to make public their rates of infecting kids and embarrassed to make public their rates of infecting kids and embarrassed to make public their rates of infecting kids and 
the elderly so the statistics are suppressed! the elderly so the statistics are suppressed! the elderly so the statistics are suppressed! the elderly so the statistics are suppressed! 

1 million women are murdered, Blade Runner is an example 1 million women are murdered, Blade Runner is an example 1 million women are murdered, Blade Runner is an example 1 million women are murdered, Blade Runner is an example 
of 1 murderer, let out on bail to plot his strategy! Kennedy of 1 murderer, let out on bail to plot his strategy! Kennedy of 1 murderer, let out on bail to plot his strategy! Kennedy of 1 murderer, let out on bail to plot his strategy! Kennedy 
tortured Mary into hanging herself in the barn and he goes tortured Mary into hanging herself in the barn and he goes tortured Mary into hanging herself in the barn and he goes tortured Mary into hanging herself in the barn and he goes 
Scott free! Tens of thousands of women are “Bullied” into Scott free! Tens of thousands of women are “Bullied” into Scott free! Tens of thousands of women are “Bullied” into Scott free! Tens of thousands of women are “Bullied” into 
hanging themselves, yet the “Today Show” never has a example hanging themselves, yet the “Today Show” never has a example hanging themselves, yet the “Today Show” never has a example hanging themselves, yet the “Today Show” never has a example 
of women wives bullied to death! of women wives bullied to death! of women wives bullied to death! of women wives bullied to death! 

“Dictators + Doctors,” same lecture title at West Point + Yale “Dictators + Doctors,” same lecture title at West Point + Yale “Dictators + Doctors,” same lecture title at West Point + Yale “Dictators + Doctors,” same lecture title at West Point + Yale 
Medical School. Both are classified for students and Professors Medical School. Both are classified for students and Professors Medical School. Both are classified for students and Professors Medical School. Both are classified for students and Professors 
only. 7 Billion People on Earth and 1 Trillion Galaxies in the only. 7 Billion People on Earth and 1 Trillion Galaxies in the only. 7 Billion People on Earth and 1 Trillion Galaxies in the only. 7 Billion People on Earth and 1 Trillion Galaxies in the 
Universe have nothing in common with the lecture “Dictators Universe have nothing in common with the lecture “Dictators Universe have nothing in common with the lecture “Dictators Universe have nothing in common with the lecture “Dictators 
+ Doctors,”! West Point “Honor Code” and MD’s Hippocratic + Doctors,”! West Point “Honor Code” and MD’s Hippocratic + Doctors,”! West Point “Honor Code” and MD’s Hippocratic + Doctors,”! West Point “Honor Code” and MD’s Hippocratic 
Oath have nothing to do with 7 Billion People on Earth and 1 Oath have nothing to do with 7 Billion People on Earth and 1 Oath have nothing to do with 7 Billion People on Earth and 1 Oath have nothing to do with 7 Billion People on Earth and 1 
Trillion Galaxies in the Universe! $177 Trillion in Oil Trillion Galaxies in the Universe! $177 Trillion in Oil Trillion Galaxies in the Universe! $177 Trillion in Oil Trillion Galaxies in the Universe! $177 Trillion in Oil 
Revenues in Swiss Banks is what “Matter” is made of! Atoms, Revenues in Swiss Banks is what “Matter” is made of! Atoms, Revenues in Swiss Banks is what “Matter” is made of! Atoms, Revenues in Swiss Banks is what “Matter” is made of! Atoms, 
Quarks, Higgs particles are in a distant Utopian Novel Quarks, Higgs particles are in a distant Utopian Novel Quarks, Higgs particles are in a distant Utopian Novel Quarks, Higgs particles are in a distant Utopian Novel 
Hemingway never wrote! But 4 wives with a futuristic Hemingway never wrote! But 4 wives with a futuristic Hemingway never wrote! But 4 wives with a futuristic Hemingway never wrote! But 4 wives with a futuristic 
Hemingway Clone talking writing + invention classes in Key Hemingway Clone talking writing + invention classes in Key Hemingway Clone talking writing + invention classes in Key Hemingway Clone talking writing + invention classes in Key 
West can and will discover what's in "Matter" that generates West can and will discover what's in "Matter" that generates West can and will discover what's in "Matter" that generates West can and will discover what's in "Matter" that generates 
"Gravity". Gravity of the Universe on Earth is off course via the "Gravity". Gravity of the Universe on Earth is off course via the "Gravity". Gravity of the Universe on Earth is off course via the "Gravity". Gravity of the Universe on Earth is off course via the 
"Black Hole" of BP Oil and a British Queen Elizabeth's "Black Hole" of BP Oil and a British Queen Elizabeth's "Black Hole" of BP Oil and a British Queen Elizabeth's "Black Hole" of BP Oil and a British Queen Elizabeth's 
escaping with $177 Trillion in oil revenues from suppressing escaping with $177 Trillion in oil revenues from suppressing escaping with $177 Trillion in oil revenues from suppressing escaping with $177 Trillion in oil revenues from suppressing 
the ElectricWindmillCar invented in 1980. Bill + Melinda the ElectricWindmillCar invented in 1980. Bill + Melinda the ElectricWindmillCar invented in 1980. Bill + Melinda the ElectricWindmillCar invented in 1980. Bill + Melinda 
Gates helped kill several generations of aspiring inventors kept Gates helped kill several generations of aspiring inventors kept Gates helped kill several generations of aspiring inventors kept Gates helped kill several generations of aspiring inventors kept 
in the "Dark Ages" of Euphoria of a ElectricWindmillcar Age! in the "Dark Ages" of Euphoria of a ElectricWindmillcar Age! in the "Dark Ages" of Euphoria of a ElectricWindmillcar Age! in the "Dark Ages" of Euphoria of a ElectricWindmillcar Age! 
Ocean of H2O in Key West and Hydrogen Electrolysis via 10,000 Ocean of H2O in Key West and Hydrogen Electrolysis via 10,000 Ocean of H2O in Key West and Hydrogen Electrolysis via 10,000 Ocean of H2O in Key West and Hydrogen Electrolysis via 10,000 
Windmills on a Navy Aircraft Carrier is suppressing a New Era Windmills on a Navy Aircraft Carrier is suppressing a New Era Windmills on a Navy Aircraft Carrier is suppressing a New Era Windmills on a Navy Aircraft Carrier is suppressing a New Era 
of H at -254 C in NASA cans, 1 Trillion of them can replace all of H at -254 C in NASA cans, 1 Trillion of them can replace all of H at -254 C in NASA cans, 1 Trillion of them can replace all of H at -254 C in NASA cans, 1 Trillion of them can replace all 
the wood stoves the UN is currently buying for Africa. UN + the wood stoves the UN is currently buying for Africa. UN + the wood stoves the UN is currently buying for Africa. UN + the wood stoves the UN is currently buying for Africa. UN + 
WHO are criminal Organizations! WHO are criminal Organizations! WHO are criminal Organizations! WHO are criminal Organizations! 

Hemingway House has not started innovative writing classes Hemingway House has not started innovative writing classes Hemingway House has not started innovative writing classes Hemingway House has not started innovative writing classes 
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for "To Have Have Not" in way of Gravity Engines, for the for "To Have Have Not" in way of Gravity Engines, for the for "To Have Have Not" in way of Gravity Engines, for the for "To Have Have Not" in way of Gravity Engines, for the 
Discovery III Shuttle Fleet. MRI modifications to the MRI Discovery III Shuttle Fleet. MRI modifications to the MRI Discovery III Shuttle Fleet. MRI modifications to the MRI Discovery III Shuttle Fleet. MRI modifications to the MRI 
software so a 7 second full body scan can cure cancer, and “39 software so a 7 second full body scan can cure cancer, and “39 software so a 7 second full body scan can cure cancer, and “39 software so a 7 second full body scan can cure cancer, and “39 
Steps” GE reject, the silent Jet Engine Invention. Saudi Arabia Steps” GE reject, the silent Jet Engine Invention. Saudi Arabia Steps” GE reject, the silent Jet Engine Invention. Saudi Arabia Steps” GE reject, the silent Jet Engine Invention. Saudi Arabia 
has had a free University and Health Care since 1980, has had a free University and Health Care since 1980, has had a free University and Health Care since 1980, has had a free University and Health Care since 1980, 
profiting from the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar in profiting from the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar in profiting from the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar in profiting from the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar in 
the USA! Confiscating this $177 Trillion in oil revenues now in the USA! Confiscating this $177 Trillion in oil revenues now in the USA! Confiscating this $177 Trillion in oil revenues now in the USA! Confiscating this $177 Trillion in oil revenues now in 
Swiss Banks will give the USA a cure for breast cancer via Swiss Banks will give the USA a cure for breast cancer via Swiss Banks will give the USA a cure for breast cancer via Swiss Banks will give the USA a cure for breast cancer via 
"Manhattan Project" lead by Dr Nancy, armed with $1 Trillion "Manhattan Project" lead by Dr Nancy, armed with $1 Trillion "Manhattan Project" lead by Dr Nancy, armed with $1 Trillion "Manhattan Project" lead by Dr Nancy, armed with $1 Trillion 
dollars worth of IBM supercomputers at Los Alamos! No Nuke dollars worth of IBM supercomputers at Los Alamos! No Nuke dollars worth of IBM supercomputers at Los Alamos! No Nuke dollars worth of IBM supercomputers at Los Alamos! No Nuke 
computer simulations until after a cancer cure computer computer simulations until after a cancer cure computer computer simulations until after a cancer cure computer computer simulations until after a cancer cure computer 
simulation! That lets a MRI full body scan of 7 seconds zap simulation! That lets a MRI full body scan of 7 seconds zap simulation! That lets a MRI full body scan of 7 seconds zap simulation! That lets a MRI full body scan of 7 seconds zap 
every cancer cell in your body! Airport X-Ray scans cause 10 every cancer cell in your body! Airport X-Ray scans cause 10 every cancer cell in your body! Airport X-Ray scans cause 10 every cancer cell in your body! Airport X-Ray scans cause 10 
cancers in every 100K people scanned! cancers in every 100K people scanned! cancers in every 100K people scanned! cancers in every 100K people scanned! 

Plague of Autistic kids + childhood leukemia is most likely Plague of Autistic kids + childhood leukemia is most likely Plague of Autistic kids + childhood leukemia is most likely Plague of Autistic kids + childhood leukemia is most likely 
caused by the clouds of “Diesel Exhaust” the “Black Death” in caused by the clouds of “Diesel Exhaust” the “Black Death” in caused by the clouds of “Diesel Exhaust” the “Black Death” in caused by the clouds of “Diesel Exhaust” the “Black Death” in 
London, this modern Black Death is from BP Oil’s Diesel and London, this modern Black Death is from BP Oil’s Diesel and London, this modern Black Death is from BP Oil’s Diesel and London, this modern Black Death is from BP Oil’s Diesel and 
Ford’s 2013 model Diesel Car! When Ford CEO knows Diesel Ford’s 2013 model Diesel Car! When Ford CEO knows Diesel Ford’s 2013 model Diesel Car! When Ford CEO knows Diesel Ford’s 2013 model Diesel Car! When Ford CEO knows Diesel 
Exhaust causes Autistic kids + Childhood Leukemia! Exhaust causes Autistic kids + Childhood Leukemia! Exhaust causes Autistic kids + Childhood Leukemia! Exhaust causes Autistic kids + Childhood Leukemia! 

“Dictators + Doctors,” Pope had to quit because he knew about “Dictators + Doctors,” Pope had to quit because he knew about “Dictators + Doctors,” Pope had to quit because he knew about “Dictators + Doctors,” Pope had to quit because he knew about 
the several government run genocides that the governments the several government run genocides that the governments the several government run genocides that the governments the several government run genocides that the governments 
Numb Nuts Dictators earn $177 Trillion from! Pope will tell Numb Nuts Dictators earn $177 Trillion from! Pope will tell Numb Nuts Dictators earn $177 Trillion from! Pope will tell Numb Nuts Dictators earn $177 Trillion from! Pope will tell 
God Numb Nuts Dictators rule and make the rules for the God Numb Nuts Dictators rule and make the rules for the God Numb Nuts Dictators rule and make the rules for the God Numb Nuts Dictators rule and make the rules for the 
Vatican. Vatican. Vatican. Vatican. 

“Dictators + Doctors,” When Doctors become the World Numb “Dictators + Doctors,” When Doctors become the World Numb “Dictators + Doctors,” When Doctors become the World Numb “Dictators + Doctors,” When Doctors become the World Numb 
Nuts Dictators, Homeland Security will be the disease cops, #1 Nuts Dictators, Homeland Security will be the disease cops, #1 Nuts Dictators, Homeland Security will be the disease cops, #1 Nuts Dictators, Homeland Security will be the disease cops, #1 
terrorists is breast cancer and todays Numb Nuts Dictators terrorists is breast cancer and todays Numb Nuts Dictators terrorists is breast cancer and todays Numb Nuts Dictators terrorists is breast cancer and todays Numb Nuts Dictators 
keep the statistics of the daily body count suppressed, while keep the statistics of the daily body count suppressed, while keep the statistics of the daily body count suppressed, while keep the statistics of the daily body count suppressed, while 
reporting the Syrian, Afghan, and Iraqi car bombings reporting the Syrian, Afghan, and Iraqi car bombings reporting the Syrian, Afghan, and Iraqi car bombings reporting the Syrian, Afghan, and Iraqi car bombings 
dramatically on the MSNBC Nightly News! 100 women will die dramatically on the MSNBC Nightly News! 100 women will die dramatically on the MSNBC Nightly News! 100 women will die dramatically on the MSNBC Nightly News! 100 women will die 
a torturous death today from breast cancer and this will a torturous death today from breast cancer and this will a torturous death today from breast cancer and this will a torturous death today from breast cancer and this will 
never ever be reported on the NBC Nightly News or on ABC with never ever be reported on the NBC Nightly News or on ABC with never ever be reported on the NBC Nightly News or on ABC with never ever be reported on the NBC Nightly News or on ABC with 
Diane Sawyer! Diane Sawyer! Diane Sawyer! Diane Sawyer! 

“Dictators + Doctors,” In exasperation Mothers of kids who “Dictators + Doctors,” In exasperation Mothers of kids who “Dictators + Doctors,” In exasperation Mothers of kids who “Dictators + Doctors,” In exasperation Mothers of kids who 
died in Hot Cars would have hanged Dr Koop for not calling died in Hot Cars would have hanged Dr Koop for not calling died in Hot Cars would have hanged Dr Koop for not calling died in Hot Cars would have hanged Dr Koop for not calling 
the FBI about the suppression of the Climate Controlled the FBI about the suppression of the Climate Controlled the FBI about the suppression of the Climate Controlled the FBI about the suppression of the Climate Controlled 
ElectricWindmillCar. Dr. Koop also failed humanity by not ElectricWindmillCar. Dr. Koop also failed humanity by not ElectricWindmillCar. Dr. Koop also failed humanity by not ElectricWindmillCar. Dr. Koop also failed humanity by not 
pulling off a successful coup on the prohibition of tobacco that pulling off a successful coup on the prohibition of tobacco that pulling off a successful coup on the prohibition of tobacco that pulling off a successful coup on the prohibition of tobacco that 
kills 1 million people each and every year! kills 1 million people each and every year! kills 1 million people each and every year! kills 1 million people each and every year! 

“Dictators + Doctors,” In Shock + Awe Mission Accomplished - “Dictators + Doctors,” In Shock + Awe Mission Accomplished - “Dictators + Doctors,” In Shock + Awe Mission Accomplished - “Dictators + Doctors,” In Shock + Awe Mission Accomplished - 
Yale Alumni THIS DAY IN YALE HISTORY 1928 The Yale Student Yale Alumni THIS DAY IN YALE HISTORY 1928 The Yale Student Yale Alumni THIS DAY IN YALE HISTORY 1928 The Yale Student Yale Alumni THIS DAY IN YALE HISTORY 1928 The Yale Student 
Council votes to eliminate signed integrity pledges! Council votes to eliminate signed integrity pledges! Council votes to eliminate signed integrity pledges! Council votes to eliminate signed integrity pledges! 

“Dictators + Doctors,” In Shock + Awe! “Dictators + Doctors,” In Shock + Awe! “Dictators + Doctors,” In Shock + Awe! “Dictators + Doctors,” In Shock + Awe! 
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2013 New Years Day Pardon for Greg + Wives... 2013 New Years Day Pardon for Greg + Wives... 2013 New Years Day Pardon for Greg + Wives... 2013 New Years Day Pardon for Greg + Wives... 

Key West Chronology of Travel to the 10 Stars Nearest Earth Key West Chronology of Travel to the 10 Stars Nearest Earth Key West Chronology of Travel to the 10 Stars Nearest Earth Key West Chronology of Travel to the 10 Stars Nearest Earth 

Names of the stars close to Earth.... Names of the stars close to Earth.... Names of the stars close to Earth.... Names of the stars close to Earth.... 

Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years 

Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3 Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3 Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3 Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3 

Alpha Centauri B 4.3 Alpha Centauri B 4.3 Alpha Centauri B 4.3 Alpha Centauri B 4.3 

Barnard's Star 5.9 light years Barnard's Star 5.9 light years Barnard's Star 5.9 light years Barnard's Star 5.9 light years 
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New ----- New YouTube I Just Made -- CLICK HERE * * * New ----- New YouTube I Just Made -- CLICK HERE * * * New ----- New YouTube I Just Made -- CLICK HERE * * * New ----- New YouTube I Just Made -- CLICK HERE * * * 
Greg Buell ON YouTube Video ------------ GREG'S 1ST VIDEO Greg Buell ON YouTube Video ------------ GREG'S 1ST VIDEO Greg Buell ON YouTube Video ------------ GREG'S 1ST VIDEO Greg Buell ON YouTube Video ------------ GREG'S 1ST VIDEO 
HERE ! HERE ! HERE ! HERE ! 
About End War On Earth and the Cure for Breast CancerAbout End War On Earth and the Cure for Breast CancerAbout End War On Earth and the Cure for Breast CancerAbout End War On Earth and the Cure for Breast Cancer
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8w http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8w http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8w http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoQ895niX8w 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/photoshttp://www.electricwindmillcar.com/photoshttp://www.electricwindmillcar.com/photoshttp://www.electricwindmillcar.com/photos

CLICK HERE ----- Link to the classic ElectricWindmillCar CLICK HERE ----- Link to the classic ElectricWindmillCar CLICK HERE ----- Link to the classic ElectricWindmillCar CLICK HERE ----- Link to the classic ElectricWindmillCar 
Index-2 I edited it the web is fixed up nicely...Index-2 I edited it the web is fixed up nicely...Index-2 I edited it the web is fixed up nicely...Index-2 I edited it the web is fixed up nicely...

Breast Cancer supercomputer simulation showing estrogen Breast Cancer supercomputer simulation showing estrogen Breast Cancer supercomputer simulation showing estrogen Breast Cancer supercomputer simulation showing estrogen 
from a diet of high fat dairy foods and red meat would make from a diet of high fat dairy foods and red meat would make from a diet of high fat dairy foods and red meat would make from a diet of high fat dairy foods and red meat would make 
more news than the new Pope Frances! more news than the new Pope Frances! more news than the new Pope Frances! more news than the new Pope Frances! 

People who are diagnosed with breast cancer and then go on People who are diagnosed with breast cancer and then go on People who are diagnosed with breast cancer and then go on People who are diagnosed with breast cancer and then go on 
to consume a steady diet of high-fat dairy foods increase their to consume a steady diet of high-fat dairy foods increase their to consume a steady diet of high-fat dairy foods increase their to consume a steady diet of high-fat dairy foods increase their 
chances of dying years earlier than those who consumed low- chances of dying years earlier than those who consumed low- chances of dying years earlier than those who consumed low- chances of dying years earlier than those who consumed low- 
to non-fat milk products, according to a new study by Kaiser to non-fat milk products, according to a new study by Kaiser to non-fat milk products, according to a new study by Kaiser to non-fat milk products, according to a new study by Kaiser 
Permanente researchers. The study, published Thursday in the Permanente researchers. The study, published Thursday in the Permanente researchers. The study, published Thursday in the Permanente researchers. The study, published Thursday in the 
Journal of the National Cancer Institute, is considered the Journal of the National Cancer Institute, is considered the Journal of the National Cancer Institute, is considered the Journal of the National Cancer Institute, is considered the 
first to look at the differences in high-fat and low-fat dairy first to look at the differences in high-fat and low-fat dairy first to look at the differences in high-fat and low-fat dairy first to look at the differences in high-fat and low-fat dairy 
intake following a breast cancer diagnosis on long-term intake following a breast cancer diagnosis on long-term intake following a breast cancer diagnosis on long-term intake following a breast cancer diagnosis on long-term 
survival. survival. survival. survival. 

Breast Cancer supercomputer simulation showing estrogen Breast Cancer supercomputer simulation showing estrogen Breast Cancer supercomputer simulation showing estrogen Breast Cancer supercomputer simulation showing estrogen 
from a diet of high fat dairy foods and red meat would make from a diet of high fat dairy foods and red meat would make from a diet of high fat dairy foods and red meat would make from a diet of high fat dairy foods and red meat would make 
more news than the new Pope Frances! more news than the new Pope Frances! more news than the new Pope Frances! more news than the new Pope Frances! 

Drink Milk Commercials on NBC would have to air a few Drink Milk Commercials on NBC would have to air a few Drink Milk Commercials on NBC would have to air a few Drink Milk Commercials on NBC would have to air a few 
seconds of this Los Alamos A Bomb supercomputer simulation seconds of this Los Alamos A Bomb supercomputer simulation seconds of this Los Alamos A Bomb supercomputer simulation seconds of this Los Alamos A Bomb supercomputer simulation 
of high fat milk and you will observe DNA mutations via of high fat milk and you will observe DNA mutations via of high fat milk and you will observe DNA mutations via of high fat milk and you will observe DNA mutations via 
"Whole Milk" molecules, cancer feeding on whole Milk... "Whole Milk" molecules, cancer feeding on whole Milk... "Whole Milk" molecules, cancer feeding on whole Milk... "Whole Milk" molecules, cancer feeding on whole Milk... 

Tobacco's A Bomb would be a Los Alamos Supercomputer Tobacco's A Bomb would be a Los Alamos Supercomputer Tobacco's A Bomb would be a Los Alamos Supercomputer Tobacco's A Bomb would be a Los Alamos Supercomputer 
simulation of trillions of smoke particles causing DNA simulation of trillions of smoke particles causing DNA simulation of trillions of smoke particles causing DNA simulation of trillions of smoke particles causing DNA 
mutations! YouTube video that Google could have made mutations! YouTube video that Google could have made mutations! YouTube video that Google could have made mutations! YouTube video that Google could have made 
instead of street views! instead of street views! instead of street views! instead of street views! 
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Breast Cancer supercomputer simulation showing estrogen Breast Cancer supercomputer simulation showing estrogen Breast Cancer supercomputer simulation showing estrogen Breast Cancer supercomputer simulation showing estrogen 
from a diet of high fat dairy foods and red meat would make from a diet of high fat dairy foods and red meat would make from a diet of high fat dairy foods and red meat would make from a diet of high fat dairy foods and red meat would make 
more news than the new Pope Frances! more news than the new Pope Frances! more news than the new Pope Frances! more news than the new Pope Frances! 

People who are diagnosed with breast cancer and then go on People who are diagnosed with breast cancer and then go on People who are diagnosed with breast cancer and then go on People who are diagnosed with breast cancer and then go on 
to consume a steady diet of high-fat dairy foods increase their to consume a steady diet of high-fat dairy foods increase their to consume a steady diet of high-fat dairy foods increase their to consume a steady diet of high-fat dairy foods increase their 
chances of dying years earlier than those who consumed low- chances of dying years earlier than those who consumed low- chances of dying years earlier than those who consumed low- chances of dying years earlier than those who consumed low- 
to non-fat milk products, according to a new study by Kaiser to non-fat milk products, according to a new study by Kaiser to non-fat milk products, according to a new study by Kaiser to non-fat milk products, according to a new study by Kaiser 
Permanente researchers. The study, published Thursday in the Permanente researchers. The study, published Thursday in the Permanente researchers. The study, published Thursday in the Permanente researchers. The study, published Thursday in the 
Journal of the National Cancer Institute, is considered the Journal of the National Cancer Institute, is considered the Journal of the National Cancer Institute, is considered the Journal of the National Cancer Institute, is considered the 
first to look at the differences in high-fat and low-fat dairy first to look at the differences in high-fat and low-fat dairy first to look at the differences in high-fat and low-fat dairy first to look at the differences in high-fat and low-fat dairy 
intake following a breast cancer diagnosis on long-term intake following a breast cancer diagnosis on long-term intake following a breast cancer diagnosis on long-term intake following a breast cancer diagnosis on long-term 
survival. survival. survival. survival. 

Breast Cancer supercomputer simulation showing estrogen Breast Cancer supercomputer simulation showing estrogen Breast Cancer supercomputer simulation showing estrogen Breast Cancer supercomputer simulation showing estrogen 
from a diet of high fat dairy foods and red meat would make from a diet of high fat dairy foods and red meat would make from a diet of high fat dairy foods and red meat would make from a diet of high fat dairy foods and red meat would make 
more news than the new Pope Frances! more news than the new Pope Frances! more news than the new Pope Frances! more news than the new Pope Frances! 

Drink Milk Commercials on NBC would have to air a few Drink Milk Commercials on NBC would have to air a few Drink Milk Commercials on NBC would have to air a few Drink Milk Commercials on NBC would have to air a few 
seconds of this Los Alamos A Bomb supercomputer simulation seconds of this Los Alamos A Bomb supercomputer simulation seconds of this Los Alamos A Bomb supercomputer simulation seconds of this Los Alamos A Bomb supercomputer simulation 
of high fat milk and its overkill of cancer cells feeing on Milk... of high fat milk and its overkill of cancer cells feeing on Milk... of high fat milk and its overkill of cancer cells feeing on Milk... of high fat milk and its overkill of cancer cells feeing on Milk... 

Tobacco's A Bomb would be a Los Alamos Supercomputer Tobacco's A Bomb would be a Los Alamos Supercomputer Tobacco's A Bomb would be a Los Alamos Supercomputer Tobacco's A Bomb would be a Los Alamos Supercomputer 
simulation of trillions of smoke particles causing DNA simulation of trillions of smoke particles causing DNA simulation of trillions of smoke particles causing DNA simulation of trillions of smoke particles causing DNA 
mutations! mutations! mutations! mutations! 
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1/2/2010 1 pm ***** 5 heavy lift helicopters fueled with 1/2/2010 1 pm ***** 5 heavy lift helicopters fueled with 1/2/2010 1 pm ***** 5 heavy lift helicopters fueled with 1/2/2010 1 pm ***** 5 heavy lift helicopters fueled with 
Hydrogen will be welded to a John Deere Combine reinvented Hydrogen will be welded to a John Deere Combine reinvented Hydrogen will be welded to a John Deere Combine reinvented Hydrogen will be welded to a John Deere Combine reinvented 
one that cuts wheat and rice and you will be able to buy one one that cuts wheat and rice and you will be able to buy one one that cuts wheat and rice and you will be able to buy one one that cuts wheat and rice and you will be able to buy one 
that harvests figs and cashews from trees in the Amazon. Few that harvests figs and cashews from trees in the Amazon. Few that harvests figs and cashews from trees in the Amazon. Few that harvests figs and cashews from trees in the Amazon. Few 
jet engines on this combine John Deere engineers would never jet engines on this combine John Deere engineers would never jet engines on this combine John Deere engineers would never jet engines on this combine John Deere engineers would never 
in a million years have given this combine to Humanity! Or in a million years have given this combine to Humanity! Or in a million years have given this combine to Humanity! Or in a million years have given this combine to Humanity! Or 
the Amazon fig trees. the Amazon fig trees. the Amazon fig trees. the Amazon fig trees. 

Fleets of 100's of 5 rotor blade Helicopter Combines, suppressed Fleets of 100's of 5 rotor blade Helicopter Combines, suppressed Fleets of 100's of 5 rotor blade Helicopter Combines, suppressed Fleets of 100's of 5 rotor blade Helicopter Combines, suppressed 
for the last 10 years wow! for the last 10 years wow! for the last 10 years wow! for the last 10 years wow! 

John Lennon’s wife, Yoko Ono... John Lennon’s wife, Yoko Ono... John Lennon’s wife, Yoko Ono... John Lennon’s wife, Yoko Ono... 

...has known about the suppression of the EletricWindmillCar ...has known about the suppression of the EletricWindmillCar ...has known about the suppression of the EletricWindmillCar ...has known about the suppression of the EletricWindmillCar 
for a decade. I think there will be a Hell of a argument for a decade. I think there will be a Hell of a argument for a decade. I think there will be a Hell of a argument for a decade. I think there will be a Hell of a argument 
between Yoko and John Lennon when we are all dead... as between Yoko and John Lennon when we are all dead... as between Yoko and John Lennon when we are all dead... as between Yoko and John Lennon when we are all dead... as 
John Lennon would have exposed the suppression of the John Lennon would have exposed the suppression of the John Lennon would have exposed the suppression of the John Lennon would have exposed the suppression of the 
ElectricWindmillCar in our Orwellian Society. John Lennon ElectricWindmillCar in our Orwellian Society. John Lennon ElectricWindmillCar in our Orwellian Society. John Lennon ElectricWindmillCar in our Orwellian Society. John Lennon 
would never have let 10's of thousands of cops and kids burn would never have let 10's of thousands of cops and kids burn would never have let 10's of thousands of cops and kids burn would never have let 10's of thousands of cops and kids burn 
and burn to death in fiery gasoline wrecks for more "Oil and burn to death in fiery gasoline wrecks for more "Oil and burn to death in fiery gasoline wrecks for more "Oil and burn to death in fiery gasoline wrecks for more "Oil 
Money" British Oil and the rest of the Oil Kings and Queens Money" British Oil and the rest of the Oil Kings and Queens Money" British Oil and the rest of the Oil Kings and Queens Money" British Oil and the rest of the Oil Kings and Queens 
have taken in $177 Trillion Dollars from 1980 to 2009 while have taken in $177 Trillion Dollars from 1980 to 2009 while have taken in $177 Trillion Dollars from 1980 to 2009 while have taken in $177 Trillion Dollars from 1980 to 2009 while 
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10's of thousands burn and burn to death in Fiery LA Wrecks. 10's of thousands burn and burn to death in Fiery LA Wrecks. 10's of thousands burn and burn to death in Fiery LA Wrecks. 10's of thousands burn and burn to death in Fiery LA Wrecks. 

Send cash or check to Greg Buell in Key West Greg Buell PO Box Send cash or check to Greg Buell in Key West Greg Buell PO Box Send cash or check to Greg Buell in Key West Greg Buell PO Box Send cash or check to Greg Buell in Key West Greg Buell PO Box 
214 Key West Fl 33041 - Please help Greg by financing my 1,001 214 Key West Fl 33041 - Please help Greg by financing my 1,001 214 Key West Fl 33041 - Please help Greg by financing my 1,001 214 Key West Fl 33041 - Please help Greg by financing my 1,001 
Invention Projects! Cell 303 548 9904 in Key West! New I have a Invention Projects! Cell 303 548 9904 in Key West! New I have a Invention Projects! Cell 303 548 9904 in Key West! New I have a Invention Projects! Cell 303 548 9904 in Key West! New I have a 
Passport and FL drivers license looking for a job in Key West if Passport and FL drivers license looking for a job in Key West if Passport and FL drivers license looking for a job in Key West if Passport and FL drivers license looking for a job in Key West if 
you have one please call or email greg thanks you have one please call or email greg thanks you have one please call or email greg thanks you have one please call or email greg thanks 

Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 
33041 - 33041 - 33041 - 33041 - 

Please help Greg by financing my 1,001 Invention Projects! Cell Please help Greg by financing my 1,001 Invention Projects! Cell Please help Greg by financing my 1,001 Invention Projects! Cell Please help Greg by financing my 1,001 Invention Projects! Cell 
303 548 9904 in Key West! New I have a Passport and FL drivers 303 548 9904 in Key West! New I have a Passport and FL drivers 303 548 9904 in Key West! New I have a Passport and FL drivers 303 548 9904 in Key West! New I have a Passport and FL drivers 
license, looking for a job in Key West, please call or email if license, looking for a job in Key West, please call or email if license, looking for a job in Key West, please call or email if license, looking for a job in Key West, please call or email if 
you can help, thanks you can help, thanks you can help, thanks you can help, thanks 

Sandy moved out to sea... 1 Trillion Cloud to Cloud lightning Sandy moved out to sea... 1 Trillion Cloud to Cloud lightning Sandy moved out to sea... 1 Trillion Cloud to Cloud lightning Sandy moved out to sea... 1 Trillion Cloud to Cloud lightning 
rods dropped into Sandy, where... a NOAA super computer rods dropped into Sandy, where... a NOAA super computer rods dropped into Sandy, where... a NOAA super computer rods dropped into Sandy, where... a NOAA super computer 
simulation would tell the pilots the best area of the spinning simulation would tell the pilots the best area of the spinning simulation would tell the pilots the best area of the spinning simulation would tell the pilots the best area of the spinning 
Hurricane to drop a trillion lighting rods, setting off 1 Hurricane to drop a trillion lighting rods, setting off 1 Hurricane to drop a trillion lighting rods, setting off 1 Hurricane to drop a trillion lighting rods, setting off 1 
Trillion cloud to cloud lightning strikes to move the Trillion cloud to cloud lightning strikes to move the Trillion cloud to cloud lightning strikes to move the Trillion cloud to cloud lightning strikes to move the 
Hurricane out to sea... Hurricane direction and or speed Hurricane out to sea... Hurricane direction and or speed Hurricane out to sea... Hurricane direction and or speed Hurricane out to sea... Hurricane direction and or speed 
could be changed by launching 1 trillion lightning rod wires could be changed by launching 1 trillion lightning rod wires could be changed by launching 1 trillion lightning rod wires could be changed by launching 1 trillion lightning rod wires 
into the Hurricane by Planes flying above the Hurricane, into the Hurricane by Planes flying above the Hurricane, into the Hurricane by Planes flying above the Hurricane, into the Hurricane by Planes flying above the Hurricane, 
discharging of massive amounts of lightning will change a discharging of massive amounts of lightning will change a discharging of massive amounts of lightning will change a discharging of massive amounts of lightning will change a 
Hurricane's direction... ? Hurricane's direction... ? Hurricane's direction... ? Hurricane's direction... ? 

1 Trillion tons of dry ice on the other side of Sandy...? 1 Trillion tons of dry ice on the other side of Sandy...? 1 Trillion tons of dry ice on the other side of Sandy...? 1 Trillion tons of dry ice on the other side of Sandy...? 
Brainstorm a way to move a Hurricane out to sea as NYC will Brainstorm a way to move a Hurricane out to sea as NYC will Brainstorm a way to move a Hurricane out to sea as NYC will Brainstorm a way to move a Hurricane out to sea as NYC will 
build a sea wall not KW. Sandy the Gov. didn't even try to move build a sea wall not KW. Sandy the Gov. didn't even try to move build a sea wall not KW. Sandy the Gov. didn't even try to move build a sea wall not KW. Sandy the Gov. didn't even try to move 
Sandy from NYC, why? 1,001 Other Invention Projects on Sandy from NYC, why? 1,001 Other Invention Projects on Sandy from NYC, why? 1,001 Other Invention Projects on Sandy from NYC, why? 1,001 Other Invention Projects on 
going.... I would use this jobs $ to finance my research for a Rx going.... I would use this jobs $ to finance my research for a Rx going.... I would use this jobs $ to finance my research for a Rx going.... I would use this jobs $ to finance my research for a Rx 
Penicillin like Overnight Miracle cure for breast cancer. MRI Penicillin like Overnight Miracle cure for breast cancer. MRI Penicillin like Overnight Miracle cure for breast cancer. MRI Penicillin like Overnight Miracle cure for breast cancer. MRI 
contrast agent to see all the cancer cells too, and pulse to contrast agent to see all the cancer cells too, and pulse to contrast agent to see all the cancer cells too, and pulse to contrast agent to see all the cancer cells too, and pulse to 
destroy every cancer cell in your body via a pulse or electric destroy every cancer cell in your body via a pulse or electric destroy every cancer cell in your body via a pulse or electric destroy every cancer cell in your body via a pulse or electric 
shock... etc shock... etc shock... etc shock... etc 

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
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Kerry + Wife have $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues yet will not Kerry + Wife have $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues yet will not Kerry + Wife have $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues yet will not Kerry + Wife have $177 Trillion in Oil Revenues yet will not 
give $1 Billion in compensation for fiery Boston car wrecks - give $1 Billion in compensation for fiery Boston car wrecks - give $1 Billion in compensation for fiery Boston car wrecks - give $1 Billion in compensation for fiery Boston car wrecks - 
Burns! Why Oil$whyise $Wise - No! Burns! Why Oil$whyise $Wise - No! Burns! Why Oil$whyise $Wise - No! Burns! Why Oil$whyise $Wise - No! 

Trump in NYC vetoed the same $1 Billion in compensation to Trump in NYC vetoed the same $1 Billion in compensation to Trump in NYC vetoed the same $1 Billion in compensation to Trump in NYC vetoed the same $1 Billion in compensation to 
wife's burned in gasoline, not his, kids burned in gasoline, wife's burned in gasoline, not his, kids burned in gasoline, wife's burned in gasoline, not his, kids burned in gasoline, wife's burned in gasoline, not his, kids burned in gasoline, 
not his, burned in fiery NYC Wrecks! Greed, this is beyond Greed not his, burned in fiery NYC Wrecks! Greed, this is beyond Greed not his, burned in fiery NYC Wrecks! Greed, this is beyond Greed not his, burned in fiery NYC Wrecks! Greed, this is beyond Greed 
- Kerry and Trump both worth $ Billions refuse to give a - Kerry and Trump both worth $ Billions refuse to give a - Kerry and Trump both worth $ Billions refuse to give a - Kerry and Trump both worth $ Billions refuse to give a 
Billion in compensation that is not even their money, but Billion in compensation that is not even their money, but Billion in compensation that is not even their money, but Billion in compensation that is not even their money, but 
illegal Oil genocide revenue from suppressing the illegal Oil genocide revenue from suppressing the illegal Oil genocide revenue from suppressing the illegal Oil genocide revenue from suppressing the 
ElectricWindmillCar since 1980. ElectricWindmillCar since 1980. ElectricWindmillCar since 1980. ElectricWindmillCar since 1980. 

No wonder why the government has several more spin off No wonder why the government has several more spin off No wonder why the government has several more spin off No wonder why the government has several more spin off 
genocides all government run and observed today by the CIA genocides all government run and observed today by the CIA genocides all government run and observed today by the CIA genocides all government run and observed today by the CIA 
and FBI who can give Humanity no Justice in arresting the and FBI who can give Humanity no Justice in arresting the and FBI who can give Humanity no Justice in arresting the and FBI who can give Humanity no Justice in arresting the 
King of Saudi Arabia and confiscating his $177 Trillion King of Saudi Arabia and confiscating his $177 Trillion King of Saudi Arabia and confiscating his $177 Trillion King of Saudi Arabia and confiscating his $177 Trillion 
dollars! dollars! dollars! dollars! 

Tomorrow will kill their wives in RI, NYC, and every city and Tomorrow will kill their wives in RI, NYC, and every city and Tomorrow will kill their wives in RI, NYC, and every city and Tomorrow will kill their wives in RI, NYC, and every city and 
town in the USA! town in the USA! town in the USA! town in the USA! 

New French Revolution ElectricWindmillCar Coup leaders will New French Revolution ElectricWindmillCar Coup leaders will New French Revolution ElectricWindmillCar Coup leaders will New French Revolution ElectricWindmillCar Coup leaders will 
arrest everyone at Reuters + Watson Institute for arrest everyone at Reuters + Watson Institute for arrest everyone at Reuters + Watson Institute for arrest everyone at Reuters + Watson Institute for 
International Studies at Brown University International Studies at Brown University International Studies at Brown University International Studies at Brown University 
http://www.watsoninstitute.org/ for suppressing the killing of http://www.watsoninstitute.org/ for suppressing the killing of http://www.watsoninstitute.org/ for suppressing the killing of http://www.watsoninstitute.org/ for suppressing the killing of 
100's of Army wives by troops coming home from wars. Islamist 100's of Army wives by troops coming home from wars. Islamist 100's of Army wives by troops coming home from wars. Islamist 100's of Army wives by troops coming home from wars. Islamist 
militants are a set back women's rights... militants are a set back women's rights... militants are a set back women's rights... militants are a set back women's rights... 

10th anniversary of the September 11 10th anniversary of the September 11 10th anniversary of the September 11 10th anniversary of the September 11 

1980 anniversary of the invention + suppression of the 1980 anniversary of the invention + suppression of the 1980 anniversary of the invention + suppression of the 1980 anniversary of the invention + suppression of the 
ElectricWindmillCar ElectricWindmillCar ElectricWindmillCar ElectricWindmillCar 

9/11 terrorists from Saudi Arabia all 17 of them would have 9/11 terrorists from Saudi Arabia all 17 of them would have 9/11 terrorists from Saudi Arabia all 17 of them would have 9/11 terrorists from Saudi Arabia all 17 of them would have 
been 17 homeless guys in Mecca$ on 9/11 out of tens of been 17 homeless guys in Mecca$ on 9/11 out of tens of been 17 homeless guys in Mecca$ on 9/11 out of tens of been 17 homeless guys in Mecca$ on 9/11 out of tens of 
thousands of homeless guys in Mecca$$$ thousands of homeless guys in Mecca$$$ thousands of homeless guys in Mecca$$$ thousands of homeless guys in Mecca$$$ 
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War in Iraq has cost $7 trillion with an additional $490 War in Iraq has cost $7 trillion with an additional $490 War in Iraq has cost $7 trillion with an additional $490 War in Iraq has cost $7 trillion with an additional $490 
billion in benefits owed to war veterans. Assessing the cost in billion in benefits owed to war veterans. Assessing the cost in billion in benefits owed to war veterans. Assessing the cost in billion in benefits owed to war veterans. Assessing the cost in 
dollars and lives from the resulting wars in Afghanistan, dollars and lives from the resulting wars in Afghanistan, dollars and lives from the resulting wars in Afghanistan, dollars and lives from the resulting wars in Afghanistan, 
Pakistan and Iraq Pentagon goes out of their ways in the Pakistan and Iraq Pentagon goes out of their ways in the Pakistan and Iraq Pentagon goes out of their ways in the Pakistan and Iraq Pentagon goes out of their ways in the 
killings of Army Wives by the Troops coming home from Wars! killings of Army Wives by the Troops coming home from Wars! killings of Army Wives by the Troops coming home from Wars! killings of Army Wives by the Troops coming home from Wars! 

Cop burned in a fiery wreck, not on the front page of the New Cop burned in a fiery wreck, not on the front page of the New Cop burned in a fiery wreck, not on the front page of the New Cop burned in a fiery wreck, not on the front page of the New 
York Times! York Times! York Times! York Times! 

End War on Earth Copyright 2013 End War on Earth Copyright 2013 End War on Earth Copyright 2013 End War on Earth Copyright 2013 
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Please send cash or check to Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West FL Please send cash or check to Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West FL Please send cash or check to Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West FL Please send cash or check to Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West FL 
33041 33041 33041 33041 

copyright Greg Buell 2013 Cell 303 548 9904 copyright Greg Buell 2013 Cell 303 548 9904 copyright Greg Buell 2013 Cell 303 548 9904 copyright Greg Buell 2013 Cell 303 548 9904 

4 Wives Coup D'Etat For Work on a Breast Cancer Cure4 Wives Coup D'Etat For Work on a Breast Cancer Cure4 Wives Coup D'Etat For Work on a Breast Cancer Cure4 Wives Coup D'Etat For Work on a Breast Cancer Cure

Greg Buell LovestarGreg Buell LovestarGreg Buell LovestarGreg Buell Lovestar

Created on ... March 2013Created on ... March 2013Created on ... March 2013Created on ... March 2013
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